
ABSTRACT 

SUBRAMANYA BHAT, SUHAS. Material Property Based Stretching and Bending 

Modeling for Realistic Animation of Fabric. (Under the direction of Jeffrey W. Eischen.) 

The purpose of this research was to accurately model the stretching and bending behavior 

of fabrics, based on the physical and material properties. A particle based model was 

generated and implmented in a MATLAB code for the purpose of animation of the fabric 

structures subjected to a variety of loading modes, including cloth-solid object contact. The 

stretching and bending modeling developed was tested for various conditions of loading and 

boundary conditions, and validated by comparison with ANSYS Finite Element Analysis 

(FEA) and results from classical plate theory. The model developed here is entirely based on 

the material property of the fabric and the mesh configuration, thus eliminating any need to 

predict the behavior using arbitrary constants. A new approach to model the bending 

behavior is also provided in the document, which predicts the behavior much more accurately 

than the widely used bend edge method.  
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1. Introduction 

The aim of this project was to produce realistic computer simulations of the motion of 

fabric, when subject to external loads such as gravity, pressure, and contact with rigid or 

moving objects. A particle based computer code was employed for the purposes of 

simulation. The particle solver code was initially developed by Nathan Obringer [1]. That 

code included the capability to handle external pressure and gravitational loading in 3D and 

was able to simulate the effect of stretching, bending and contact with a rigid body.  While 

the code used the material property of an actual material to a certain extent, it required tuning 

of spring constants (using FEA simulation as a benchmark) to iteratively determine the 

different stiffness parameters to be used.   The research reported in this thesis was aimed at 

making the code free of any tuning. The spring constants associated with the particle code are 

now computed using basic mechanical properties of the material being simulated and the 

configuration of the mesh  

The particle solver code thus developed is proposed to be integrated with the room 

simulator computer fluid dynamics code developed by Dr. Jack Edward‟s research group at 

North Carolina State University. The combined particle solver code for flexible structures 

and room simulator code is being proposed to be used in the study of the effects of human 

interaction with a flexible structure like a tent, in chemically and biologically hazardous 

environment with airborne hazards, and hence model the movement of hazardous substances 

across the structure . The motion of the fabric can influence and affect the transportation of 
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the hazardous elements across the flexible structure and the concentration of these hazardous 

elements will be studied by the CFD code. 

The motion of the fabric is affected by factors ranging from externally applied loads to 

gravity and contact with an external object or self-contact of the flexible structure. The 

stretching and bending stiffness defines the response of the fabric to these external factors. 

While the previous code had the capability to consider the effects of gravity, externally 

applied load and contact with a rigid external body, the ad-hoc stretching and bending 

stiffness models lacked the capability of a realistic dynamic modeling. The present research 

was aimed at correlating the bending and stretching behavior with the material properties. 

The developed model has been extensively tested by comparison with ANSYS FEA results 

and classical plate theory results. 

1.1. Literature Review  

The computer graphics and textile industries have driven the research in the field of cloth 

modeling and animation. Computer modeling and animation can serve as an input for 

defining the kind of cloth material required, whereas for the animation industry it could mean 

more realistic animation of an environment. Terzopolous‟s [2] research dealt with physically 

based modeling of clothes. Prior to that animation was based primarily on just kinematics 

and the skill of the animator in smoothing the motion. Dynamic interaction between the 

environment and the model was not considered by this method and the dynamic motion to 

the model was imparted by a predetermined set of trajectories. With physically based 
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modeling the mathematical principles of Newton‟s law are applied on the model to generate 

the animation model. 

Generally, physical based cloth modeling uses a discretization of the surface based on 

triangulation. The response of individual nodes in the mesh is dependent on the local mesh 

and external conditions like forces on nodes, gravity and contact with another part of the 

model or an external object. The in-plane and transverse motion of the model is handled by 

stretching and bending models adopted respectively. External forces, gravity and damping 

can be handled relatively easily by incorporating it in the equation of the motion. Contact of 

the model with an external object or with itself is much more involved and difficult.  

Breen et. al. [3] showed the implementation of Kawabata Evaluation System [4] for the 

modeling of bending and shear behavior of the fabric. As is described in the paper, the 

approximation of the bending behavior by a linear continuum mechanics yields reasonable 

cloth like behavior. The drape behavior, which is a characteristic of most cloth animation, is 

used in evaluation of the method. But this method requires a mesh as fine as the woven 

structure of the fabric for modeling. Fontana et. al. [5] extends this and applies to multi 

layered clothing simulation for use in virtual prototyping for apparel design and integrates 

the use of CAD for the purpose. Eischen et. al. [6] employed finite element method for 

characterizing the fabric behavior. But as noted in Fontana et. al. [5] fabric model is best 

represented by a particle-spring model with Newtonian or Lagrangian mechanics and energy 

minimization criteria.  
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Figure 1.1: Draping in the tent structure employed in the thesis report 

Draping observed in the gravity stabilized tent structure in the thesis is shown in Figure 

1.1. Draping may also be observed upon contact of the tent and a soldier.  

Baraff and Witkin [7] deals with defining the stretching force in terms of strain of the 

individual triangles, from the co-ordinates of the triangles. It also deals with defining the 

method of modeling the anisotropic bending of the mesh. The method of implicit integration 

for application in the cloth modeling was also first introduced in this paper. Cloth is typically 

very flexible and undergoes large bending deformation, which has much lesser stiffness than 

stretching, but the stiff underlying equations of the stretching modeling requires small time 

steps if solved using explicit time integration method. In Choi and Ko[8], stretching and 
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shear formulation, which is partially based on based on Baraff and Witkin[7], introduces the 

modeling of buckling phenomenon of fabrics. The in-plane forces handle only the stretching 

of the fabric, while the compressive stretching and shear forces are handled as bending. Choi 

and Ko [9], which is a generalization of the previous paper to a unstructured mesh, 

introduces anisotropy in modeling. The bending is modeled using bend edges defined by two 

triangles having a common edge. Also the concept of Voronoi area is used to account for the 

mesh refinement and irregularity.  

Bridson et. al.[10] presents a more direct approach for handling bending in terms of the 

bend forces on the nodes forming the bend element. The bending forces are applied along the 

normal to the triangles forming the bend element. The bending constant used in this model is 

not related to any of the material property of the fabric. Volino and Thalman [11] present 

another model for modeling the bend behavior based on the configuration of the triangles 

forming the bending element.  

The formulation for bending modeling is problematic as reported in many sources in the 

literature. This thesis has focused on this aspect of particle modeling. An accurate modeling 

of the surface curvature of the fabric as estimated by the nodal point positions on the surface 

triangulation is required. While the previous literatures reviewed have methods that model 

the curvature, the capability is only limited to modeling the bend element with single 

curvature (via the “mean” curvature), rather than employing both mean and Gaussian 

curvatures. Meyer et. al. [12] provides us with an approach to predict the curvature of an 

arbitrary triangulation. The approach developed there is used for smoothing and enhancement 
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of scanned models. The paper describes approximation of such geometrical attributes of 

importance like normal operator, principal curvature and direction. The attribute of 

importance for us is the point-wise quantification of principal curvatures of the triangulated 

surface.  

Contact formulation, cloth-solid contact and cloth-cloth contact formulation, is one more 

important area where extensive research has been carried out. The time integration methods, 

damping are the other areas of research in cloth animation. A review of these has been 

presented in [1].  However the present research was concentrated on accurate modeling of 

stretching and bending behavior based on the material properties and mesh configuration. 

Though the final application of the model is different than what it was applied for in all 

these related literature, the behavior of the cloth would not be different. But previous 

research all have been on modeling the fabric based on assumed approximate stiffness 

parameters for the material under consideration. The actual property when considered was 

not verified to be accurate in different scenarios of loading. The present research aims to 

consider and address these in a more effective way.  

1.2. Particle Method Overview 

The particle solver method is based on solving the equations of motion of the dynamic 

physical system. A brief description of the method is provided here and a detailed description 

can be obtained from Obringer‟s thesis [1]. The different forces that are considered in 
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modeling the cloth are gravity, external forces like pressure and point loads, contact forces, 

damping, and the internal reaction forces. 

The equation of motion at each particle (node) is given by  

 b s g ext d

ii i i i i if f f f f m a      ...................................... (1.1) 

The tributary mass of the fabric at node i in the mesh is mi and the acceleration vector is 

ai. The vectors    
  and    

  are the internal bending and stretching forces respectively while  

  
    is anyexternally applied force such as pressure and point loads on nodes. The vector   

 
 

is the force due to gravity.   
  is the viscous damping force on nodes and is calculated by  

 
d

ii
f cv   ....................................................... (1.2) 

where vi is the velocity vector at node i and c is a constant damping coefficient. Damping is 

included primarily to stabilize the numerical integration as well as to absorb energy in order 

to obtain physically realistic simulation results. 

The contact forces are handled by a penalty method. The contact of the fabric with an 

external solid object is detected, and then corrected by pushing the node in contact in the 

appropriate direction for eliminating the contact.  

A 4
th

 order Runge-Kutta method of numerical integration is used to integrate the 

equations of motion.   
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The code adapted from [1] was corrected for some errors. The external nodal forces and 

mass of the nodes were considered multiple numbers of times, as many as the number of 

neighboring nodes of the node under consideration. These were responsible for the odd 

behavior of sagging in the tent test cases reported in [1]. The particle solver code used in the 

thesis was corrected for those errors. 
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2.  Stretching Formulation  

Stretching deformation forms an important form of deformation of a physical system. 

The first section of this chapter deals with the formulation of one dimensional stretching 

which is then extended to general three dimensional case in subsequent sections. One 

dimensional stretching can be modeled using a simple spring element or a series of co-axial 

interconnected spring elements, while a general three dimensional model of a fabric surface 

involves a mesh of interconnected springs.  

2.1. One Dimensional Stretching 

The stretching of a spring is controlled by its stiffness constant, defined as the force 

required for a unit deformation in the direction of the axis of the spring. A one dimensional 

spring with a stretching force F acting on it is shown in Figure 2.1 

 

 

Eqn 2.1 gives the strain energy of the spring element in terms of the spring constant ks 

and total deflection .  

 
ks 

F 𝑓𝑠 

Figure 2.1:  One dimensional (1D) stretch element 
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 21

2
sU k   ...................................................... (2.1) 

According to Castigliano‟s 1
st
 theorem, the internal force in the spring is then the negative 

derivative of the strain energy, 

 s

s

dU
f k

d



     ................................................ (2.2) 

The sum of the applied external force and internal force must be zero 

 0 or s sF k F k     ............................................. (2.3) 

For a spring or bar element, the stiffness constant ks is obtained from the cross sectional 

area A, Young‟s modulus E and length L. The deflection  and external force F are related by 

Eqn 2.4 given below 

 
FL

AE
   ......................................................... (2.4) 

Eqn 2.5 shows the relationship between the cross sectional area A, Young‟s modulus E and 

length L of the spring element and the stiffness constant ks.  

 s

AE
F k

L
 

 
  

 
 ................................................ (2.5) 

The internal force, defined by Eqn 2.2 is used in modeling the resistance to the stretching in 

the particle solver code.  
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2.2. Three Dimensional Stretching 

A general mesh of nodes and interconnected springs, oriented in three dimensions, used 

to model a surface is considered next. For the particle solver code, the mesh is in the form of 

interconnected triangles, where each vertex of the triangle is a node. For purposes of 

modeling stretching deformation, each node is considered connected to its nearest neighbors 

by spring elements. A representative configuration is shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

The node i is connected to its neighboring nodes, j=1..Ni, by spring elements. The internal 

stretching force vectors s

ijf acting on node i due to stretching of spring elements between node 

i and the neighboring nodes j are shown and act along each of the spring elements.  

i j=1 

j=2 

j=Ni 

𝑓𝑖𝑗
𝑠
 

𝑓𝑖2
𝑠

 

j 

𝑓𝑖1
𝑠

 

Figure 2.2: Node i, and its nearest neighbor nodes, j=1..Ni. 
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The spring constant,   
  

, of each spring is determined based on the mesh configuration. 

The tributary area enclosed by the two triangular elements, with a common edge being the 

subject spring, is considered while calculating the spring constant as shown in Figure 2.3. 

The length of the spring element, | |ijx , between nodes i and j, having co-ordinates xi ≡ 

(xi, yi, zi) and xj ≡ (xj, yj, zj), is defined by Eqn 2.6. The associated areas with the spring are A1 

and A2 as shown. The stretching stiffness constant of the spring element is approximated by 

the Eqn 2.7 expressed in terms of the initial and the final position vector, 0| |ijx  and | |ijx  

respectively.  

 
2 2 2| | ( ) ( ) ( )ij i j i j i jx x x y y z z       ............................... (2.6) 

 

 

 

 1 2

0

0

| |

| |

ijij e
s

ij

A A t
E

xA E
k

L x



   ........................................... (2.7) 

j 

i 

A2 

Area = A1 

xi=(xi, yi, zi) 

xj=(xj, yj, zj) 

Figure 2.3: Areas associated with spring between nodes i and j 
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The factor Ae is the effective area surrounding the spring element. It represents the 

average cross-sectional area of the fabric surrounding the spring considered and is analogous 

to the cross-sectional area of the one dimensional bar element. 

The stretching force on node i due to the relative movement of node j is taken from Choi 

and Ko[8], Eqn 2.8.  

 
0(| | | |)

| |

ijs ij

ij s ij ij

ij

x
f k x x

x
    .......................................... (2.8) 

The total force acting on a node due to stretching is given by Eqn 2.9, which is the 

addition of the force vectors acting on the node. Ni is the number of the neighboring nodes of 

node i. 

 
1

iN
s s

iji
j

f f


   ...................................................... (2.9) 

2.3. Validation of Stretching Formulation 

The stretching formulation described above with the adaptive calculation of 
ij

sk has been 

validated with a simple test case. The test case involves an irregular mesh with dimensions 

l=2ft and b=1ft, as shown in Figure 2.4. The nodes at the left edge of the mesh were simply 

supported. The other parameters used in the test case were thickness of t=0.003167ft and 

Young‟s modulus E=82728lb/ft
2
. The properties correspond to a military grade fabric. These 

have been taken from [1] where a fabric was tested and the material properties determined.  
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An in-plane stretching load F=0.5lb was distributed equally along the 16 nodes on the 

right edge. The force has the effect of only stretching the mesh as there are no transverse 

loads acting. The Poisson‟s effect has not been incorporated in the model and thus any effect 

due to it can‟t be modeled. However the mesh is observed to have contracted along y 

direction. An approximate effective Poisson‟s ratio of  = 0.15 was observed. 

 

This structure can also be analyzed as a simple bar in tension The theoretical deflection at 

the right edge for the mesh is given by Eqn 2.10. 

 
(0.5)(2)

0.0038
(1)(0.003167)(82728)

Fl
ft

AE
     .......................... (2.10) 

The deflection of the nodes at the right edge is shown in Table 2.1.  

 

Figure 2.4: Boundary and loading for testing of the stretching stiffness formulation 

l=2 ft 

F=0.5lb b=1 ft 

y 

x 
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Table 2.1: Deflection data for stretching test along nodes at x=2 

Node 

Number 

Initial Position Final Position   Displacements 

x, ft y, ft x, ft y, ft x, ft y, ft 

83 2 0.000 2.0034 0.00245 0.0034 0.0025 

84 2 0.067 2.0037 0.06912 0.0037 0.0025 

89 2 0.133 2.0040 0.13579 0.0040 0.0025 

97 2 0.200 2.0042 0.20244 0.0042 0.0024 

109 2 0.267 2.0041 0.26906 0.0041 0.0024 

110 2 0.333 2.0035 0.33561 0.0035 0.0023 

111 2 0.400 2.0035 0.40219 0.0035 0.0022 

116 2 0.467 2.0039 0.46882 0.0039 0.0022 

120 2 0.533 2.0037 0.53538 0.0037 0.0020 

121 2 0.600 2.0038 0.60196 0.0038 0.0020 

122 2 0.667 2.0039 0.66852 0.0039 0.0018 

118 2 0.733 2.0039 0.73509 0.0039 0.0018 

113 2 0.800 2.0040 0.80167 0.0040 0.0017 

104 2 0.867 2.0037 0.8683 0.0037 0.0016 

101 2 0.933 2.0034 0.93496 0.0034 0.0016 

102 2 1.000 2.0042 1.00162 0.0042 0.0016 

 

The average horizontal deflection, x, as calculated from above is 0.0038ft, exactly 

matching the predicted result from bar theory. The variations in the deflection in the x 
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direction have a discrepancy of at most 10% when compared with the theoretical deflection. 

The deflections at the nodes along x=2 are not equal, while the mesh is skewed in the y 

direction as can be observed by y value that is an order of magnitude smaller than the 

longitudinal deflection. Both anomalies can be attributed to a skewed and irregular 

triangulation of the fabric.  

The adaptive stretching stiffness formulation, computed based on the local mesh 

configuration is seen to produce results generally acceptable and with little error.   
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3.  Bending Formulation  

Another important mode of deformation in any fabric simulation is bending. Bending in 

structures that are one-dimensional is usually modeled with beam theory. The general case of 

three-dimensional bending of a surface (like a fabric) is more complex. Two methods of 

modeling bending curvature have been employed and are presented in the next two sections. 

1. Bend edge formulation. 

2. Principal curvature formulation 

3.1. Bend Edge Formulation 

The bend edge method utilizes the curvature of the bend element for calculating the 

bend forces on each of the nodes within a mesh. Any two triangular elements that share a 

common edge are considered bend elements. The bend edge method employs curvature, 

calculated based on the angle between the two triangles of the bend element. The angle 

 between the surface normal vectors of the two triangles of a bend element is directly 

related to the curvature within the element. Knowing this angle and the geometrical 

configuration of the bend element leads to the curvature value.  

Figure 3.1 shows the bend element and the bend angle. The four vertices associated with 

the element are labeled 1, 2, 3 and 4. Vertices 2-4 form the common “bend edge”. The 

vectors n124 and n234 are surface normal vectors to the two triangular elements with vertices 

“124” and “234”. 
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3.1.1. One Dimensional Formulation 

A one dimensional formulation can be used to motivate the construction of the bend 

element and associated bend forces. The bending can be characterized by either small or 

large deformation and either small or large rotations. Here, small deformation with either 

small or large rotation is assumed. The formulae used in the particle solver code are 

explained with the help of small local rotation and extended to the case of large rotation 

using a local rotated coordinate system.  

A one dimensional bend element is two line segments connected to the same node, as 

shown in Figure 3.2. Here the mesh spacing is equal, denoted h. The Figure shows both 

undeformed and deformed configurations of the bend element. 

x y 

z 

2 

 

3 

4 

1 
n124 n234 

 

Figure 3.1: Bend element description 
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The bend angle  can be calculated by taking the inverse cosine of the dot product of 

the unit normal vectors to the two line segments forming the bend element, ni-1,i and ni,i+1, 

given by Eqn 3.1. The curvature for the one dimensional symmetrical bend element, for 

small deformations, is approximated by Eqn 3.2. The normalized average of the two normal 

vectors, as defined by Eqn 3.3 is denoted ni-1,i+1, and shown in Figure 3.2.  
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ni-1,i 

ni,i+1 
ni-1,i+1 

Figure 3.2: One dimensional symmetrical bend element 
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The formula for the curvature must be generalized for non-symmetric bend elements that 

are anticipated in irregular meshes. 

The curvature in the case of small deformation is usually approximated by the second 

derivative of the function defining the curve. Hence a second order polynomial is a good 

approximation of the local deflection function when the deflections are small. Consider a 

general non-symmetric bend element as shown in Figure 3.3. The initial configuration of the 

bend element is assumed to be along the x' axis of the local coordinate. The length of line 

segments, ha and hb, when not equal characterize the non-symmetric 1D bend element. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to estimate the curvature represented by this arrangement of vertices, a general 

second order polynomial [11] equation can be used to relate the deformed x and y coordinates 

according to 

y' 

ha hb

h 

 

x' 

(0,y1) 

(ha ,y2) 

(ha+hb ,y3) 

i-1 
i 

i+1 

 

Figure 3.3: Coordinates for a one-dimensional non-symmetric bend element 
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    ............................................ (3.4) 

Substituting the coordinate values of the three nodes and solving for curvature , we have an 

equation for the curvature in terms of the co-ordinates as shown below. 

 31 2
'' '

2
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 ................................ (3.5) 

The equations of the angles between the line segments and the average length of line 

segments are 
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   .............................. (3.6) 

Rewriting the Eqn 3.5 using Eqn 3.6, we have 

  2 1

2

( )a bh h
   


 .............................................. (3.7) 

 
h





  ........................................................ (3.8) 

The above equation is seen to be in the same form as the equation of curvature, Eqn 3.2, 

for the symmetrical bend element. The  in Eqn 3.2 and 3.8 is a measure of relative rotation 

between the bend segments. Eqn 3.4 is true only for curves of small relative deformation 

between the nodes. 
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If the bend element undergoes a large displacement but results in only small relative 

rotation Eqn 3.8 is still applicable since it was derived for the assumption of small 

deformation (relative rotation) from Eqn 3.4.  

The bending forces equations associated with these one dimensional symmetrical bend 

elements are taken from Bigliani and Eischen [12] as 
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 ............................................... (3.9)

 

The bending element stiffness, 
i

bk , will subsequently be calculated from the Young‟s 

modulus and thickness of the fabric materials. The connection will be shown in Sec. 3.1.3. 

The above equations, when applied to non-symmetrical bending elements, results in moment 

imbalance. This requires an adjustment using the strain energy approach. The bending strain 

energy is differentiated with respect to the individual degree of freedom to get the force in 

the appropriate direction and is explained below according to 
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0

1 1

2 20
a b

b b bU EI dx EI dx
h h

  
   
   
   

   ............................. (3.10) 

E is the Young‟s modulus and Ib is the moment of inertia of the bend element, Eqn 3.11 is 

obtained upon integration of Eqn 3.10 assuming constant curvature within the element 
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b b a bU EI h h   ........................................... (3.11) 

The internal bending force is obtained by taking the negative derivative of energy, given by 

Eqn 3.12.  
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 .................................................... (3.12) 

Considering  as defined by Eqn 3.5 and applying in Eqns 3.11 and 3.12, for the three nodes 

forming the bend element, we obtain the forces as given below that are valid for an 

unsymmetric one-dimensional bend element 
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 ...................................... (3.13) 

It may be observed that in Equation 3.13, the direction of force vector is defined by the 

normal vector, 1, 1i in   , where as it was derived assuming the deflections along the y' direction. 

The forces in the equation of motion, Eqn 1.1, is required to be along the global coordinates, 

and the normal vector transforms the force from local coordinate to global coordinates. 
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3.1.2. Three Dimensional Formulation 

The one dimensional formulation can be extended to the general case of a three 

dimensional bend element. Before proceeding on to explain the formulation, three different 

configurations of bend element will be described. Figure 3.4 shows the three configurations:  

a) Symmetric element 

b) Partially symmetric element 

c) Asymmetric element 

 

 

The symmetric and partially symmetric configurations have equal moment arms “h” in 

both directions normal to the bend edge. Also the geometric center of the bend element lies 

equidistant from nodes 2 and 4. The moment arms of asymmetric bend element need not be 

equal and the geometric center is not equidistant from nodes 2 and 4.  

2 

3 
4 

b/2 

b/2 

h 

1 

h 

h 

b/2 
h 

b/2 

1 2 

3 
4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

(a) 

Symmetric 
(b) 

Partially symmetric 

(c) 

Asymmetric 

Figure 3.4: Different possible bend element configurations 
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Figure 3.5(a) and (b) are used to explain the general three dimensional bend element. 

Local coordinates of the bend element are along x' and y'. Local vertex numbers of the bend 

element are denoted 1, 2, 3 and 4. The moment arms, h1 through h4 are also shown. The 

moment arms are measured from the point of intersection of the bend edge with an imaginary 

line connecting the nodes 1 and 3. The point of intersection is denoted by “p” with global 

coordinates (xp, yp, zp) and local coordinates (x'p, y'p). The unit normal vectors, n124 and n234, 

Deformed 

Undeformed 

1 

4 

3 

2 

n124 n234 

n1234 

(b) 

Undeformed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

(a) 

p 

x' 

y' (xp, yp, zp) 

h4 

h2 

h1 h3 

𝑓1
𝑏 

𝑓3
𝑏 

 
𝑓4
𝑏 

 

𝑓2
𝑏 

 

Figure 3.5: Deformed and undeformed bend element 
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of the two triangles after deformation of the bend element are shown. The average unit 

normal vector is denoted n1234 and is derived below from Eqns 3.14 to 3.17. The unit normals 

along the coordinate axes are ex, ey and ez. 

 124 124 124 124x x y y z zn n e n e n e    ..................................... (3.14) 

 234 234 234 234x x y y z zn n e n e n e    .................................... (3.15) 

      
1

22 2 2

124 234 124 234 124 234avg x x y y z zn n n n n n n      
  

 ................ (3.16) 

 124 234
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n n
n

n


  .............................................. (3.17) 

The curvature of the bend element is a measure of the bending deformation. The 

equations for curvature previously discussed for the one-dimensional element in Eqns 3.2 

and 3.8 are in terms of the angle between the two line segments forming the bend element, 

 and the moment arm “h”. This can be extended to three dimensional bend elements with 

ease. The dihedral angle between the triangles forming the bend element can be easily 

calculated from the normal vectors to the triangles, n124 and n234.  The moment arm “h” 

needs to be considered in a way so as to maintain both force and moment balance.  

The curvature is along the direction perpendicular to the bend edge. The projection of the 

bend element on a plane parallel to the direction of curvature is similar to a one dimensional 
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bend element. The moment arms h1 and h3 of a three dimensional bend element are 

analogous to bend arms ha and hb of the one dimensional bend element.  

The bend forces acting on the vertices are shown in Figure 3.5 and are in the direction of 

the vector n1234. The bend forces on the four vertices of the bend element are modified from 

those for one-dimensional bend elements, Eqn 3.13. The three dimensional bend element 

consists of four vertices compared to three in one dimensional element. The mid node in the 

one dimensional bend element is replaced by two vertices, 2 and 4, forming the bend edge. 

The bend force on the mid node is thus divided between the two vertices and is based on the 

position of point “p”. The bending force on the vertices are given by Eqn 3.18 
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 ......................................... (3.18) 

The direction of the forces on nodes 2 and 4 are positive when the point “p” lies between 

the nodes 2 and 4. If the point is outside of the nodes 2 and 4, the sign of the force on the 

node farthest from the point „p‟ is made negative, so as to maintain the moment balance. This 

is achieved by changing the signs of distances h2 and h4, making the smaller of the two 

negative. This procedure is summarized in the following algorithm.  
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3.1.3. Adaptive Bending Stiffness
  
 

The bending forces defined in Eqn 3.18 depend on the constant, 
i

bk . An approach to 

relate the material and fabric physical properties to the stiffness is shown in this section. This 

can be motivated by considerations from elementary beam theory. 

Figure 3.6 shows a beam subjected to a moment load M leading to uniform curvature. It 

also shows a bend element superimposed. A symmetric bend element is assumed for the 

purpose here, though the results derived are generally the same for any of the configuration 

of the bend element. The corresponding load on the bend element is transverse force F. The 

moment of inertia of the beam is Ib. For the bend element the bend edge has this same 

moment of inertia value. The coordinates start at the middle of the beam, x' is along the 

length of the beam, y' is along the width of the beam while v is the transverse deflection of 

the beam. The deflection at vertices 1 and 3 is denoted z. 

The bend element with transverse forces on its nodes is similar to a one dimensional 

beam subjected to a moment load at its two extremes for two reasons.  
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1. Curvature calculated for a bend element is assumed to be constant over the entire area 

of the bend element.  

2. A three dimensional bend element can model only one dimensional behavior in the 

direction perpendicular to the bend edge. 

  

Moment-curvature relationship from beam theory applied to a bend element is  
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The moment of inertia at the bend edge, Ib, is given by   
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I  ....................................................... (3.21) 
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Figure 3.6: Modeling of bending constant in a bend element 
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The boundary conditions are 
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Upon solving we get, 

 
2'

2
b

Fhx
EI v   .................................................. (3.23) 

At the vertices 1 and 3, we have  

 | ' |x h  ....................................................... (3.24) 

The deflection given by v=z, Eqn 3.23 in terms of applied force F at node 1 and 3 is given 

by 
3

2 b zEI
F

h


  .................................................... (3.25) 

Noting that curvature is given by Eqn 3.8 and  
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By comparing Eqn 3.27 with bend force equation for node 1, Eqn 3.18, we can define the 

bending stiffness kb of the bend element as  
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k   ...................................................... (3.28) 

Eqn 3.28 for the bending stiffness is based only on the moment of inertia of the bend edge. 

The geometric configuration of the bend element does not have any influence on it except for 

the length of bend edge and thus we can say that the Eqn 3.28 holds for any configuration of 

the bend element.  

 

In a mesh, where the bend elements overlap, i.e. when the triangles forming a bend 

element are part of three bend elements, a factor of 1/3
rd

 is used in the definition of the 

bending stiffness constant to account for the fact that every triangle in the mesh is part of 

three bend elements. Grinspun et. al. [17] and Volino and Thalmann [11] have employed the 

same in their approach. Figure 3.7 shows a triangle i, which, with the triangles i1 i2 and i3 

form three different bend elements. The bending stiffness is hence defined by Eqn 3.29 

though some cases of exceptions are shown further in this chapter, where it is defined by Eqn 

3.28. 

i 

i1 

i2 
i3 

Figure 3.7: One triangle as part of three bend elements, in a mesh 
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3.1.4. Force and Moment Balance of a General Bend Element 

The sum of forces on each of the bend elements, as given by Eqn 3.18, is zero. The forces 

act along the average normal of the bend element n1234 Eqn 3.17 and hence the forces can be 

added directly. Adding the magnitudes of the forces f1
b

 through f4
b
 the net force is seen to be 

zero as is shown below  
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Now consider the case of moment balance about any arbitrary point, “q”, in the bend 

element with local coordinates given by (x'q, y'q). The figure 3.8 shows the distance of the 

point q from node 1, h
x
q and h

y
q respectively, in x' and y' directions. 

Taking moment about point q and x' axis, we have 

 1 3 2 41 3 2 4
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

b b b by y y y y y

x q q q qM f h h f h h f h h f h h         ........... (3.33) 

The distances h1
y
 and h3

y
 are related by Eqn 3.34, because of the similarities in the two 

triangles formed 
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Figure 3.8: Moment balance about a random point “q” 
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Applying Eqn 3.18 in Eqn 3.33 we have, 
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Noticing that for the present configuration of bend element 
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Applying Eqn 3.34 and Eqn 3.36 in Eqn 3.35, we have, 
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Taking moment about point q and y' axis, we have 
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Applying Eqn 3.18 and Eqn 3.36 in Eqn 3.38 we have, 
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The Eqns 3.37 and 3.39 show that the moments of the bend forces about an arbitrary point in 

the bend element is zero while the Eqn 3.30 shows the force balance is achieved. With this 

the force and moment balance requirement of statics has been proved.  

3.2. Three Dimensional Bend Element Validation 

The bending stiffness and bending force formulations were validated by comparing the 

results from the particle solver code with ANSYS FEA simulations. The validation included 

comparison of one bend element results, beam bending problems (single curvature), and plate 

bending problems (double curvature). Each of the test cases is discussed below. For all the 

test cases the parameters used for the simulation were: fabric thickness t = 0.0038in and 

Young‟s modulus E= 82728lb/ft
2
. These values are of a military grade fabric as explained in 

Sec 2.3 and [1]. Though the Poisson‟s ratio is presumably non-zero for the fabric material the 

particle solver code does not have the capability to model it and unless otherwise noted the 

Poisson‟s ratio used was  = 0. The effect of neglecting Poisson‟s ratio effects is deemed 

negligible. The inclusion of Poisson‟s ratio is possible with the principal curvature 

formulation. Shell181 element was used for ANSYS FEA simulations.  

3.2.1. One Bend Element Validation 

The bend elements‟ stiffness calculation defined earlier needed to be validated to 

ascertain if it could model bending behavior accurately. A test case involving one bend 

element was developed. The test case involves one bend element with the nodes on its bend 

edge simply supported. A transverse load was applied on the other two nodes. This is solved 
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first using the particle solver code and the deflections of the two extreme nodes were 

compared with ANSYS FEA. A dimensionless parameter d/b was used to characterize the 

different possible configurations elements.  Here d is the distance of the midpoint of the bend 

edge to the node 1 along bend edge and b is the length of the bend edge. Figure 3.9 shows 

four different configurations of d/b ratio possible for the purpose of comparison amongst 

themselves.  

 

 

Figure 3.10 shows a general bend element and its boundary conditions along with the applied 

force and the AN  SYS modeling of the same.  

 

d

` 
b 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

d/b =0 d/b < 0.5 

d/b = 0.5 
d/b > 0.5 

x' 

y' 

Figure 3.9: Different configurations tested for one bend element validation 
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displacement of 
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Force x 

y 

Figure 3.10: Boundary and loading condition for one bend element validation by particle 

solver code 

Figure 3.11: Modeling in ANSYS for one bend element validation 
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The bend element can model only single curvature, but a similar model in ANSYS 

models the same as double curvature problem, hence for the two models to match, the 

rotation about x-axis, as shown in Figure 3.11, was constrained to be zero in ANSYS. The 

ANSYS model hence was constrained to rotate only about the y-axis (the bend edge). The 

bend edge itself was modeled to have zero rotation about y-axis so as to avoid rigid body 

motion of the model.  

The forces applied on the nodes need to be small enough so as to not cause any nonlinear 

bending which otherwise causes the membrane forces to affect the deflection results. 

Bending is said to be non-linear when the deflection of nodes does not increase linearly with 

the applied force. In order to avoid non-linear bending and hence the membrane effects it was 

determined that   F<10
-6

lb.  

 

Figure 3.12 is a contour plot of the deflection as obtained by the ANSYS FEA analysis.  

Figure 3.12: Deflection result from ANSYS FEA 
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For the same length of moment arms of the bend element, all the four different configurations 

of the bend element were observed to result in same deflection at the extreme nodes. The 

results are tabulated in Table 3.1.  

It can be seen that the single bend element simulations using the particle method approach 

and the ANSYS FEA model match exactly. The transverse load was F=1x10
-9

lb. 

 

Table 3.1: Tabulation of one bend element validation 

H b ANSYS code 

0.5ft 1 ft 2.85x10
-7

 ft 2.86x10
-7

 ft 

0.6 1 4.93x10
-7

 4.93x10
-7

 

0.7 1 7.83x10
-7

 7.83x10
-7

 

0.8 1 1.16x10
-6

 1.17x10
-6

 

0.9 1 1.65x10
-6

 1.66x10
-6

 

1 1 2.28x10
-6

 2.28x10
-6

 

1.25 1 4.47x10
-6

 4.47x10
-6

 

1.5 1 7.70x10
-6

 7.71x10
-6

 

1.75 1 1.21x10
-5

 1.22x10
-5

 

2 1 1.83x10
-5

 1.83x10
-5
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3.2.2. Single Curvature Multiple Bend Element Validation 

In the previous section it was shown that the results predicted using the calculated 

bending stiffness constant matches ANSYS FEA results. In this section the results from 

single curvature bending problems while employing multiple bend elements, are compared 

with classical beam theory results. This section is divided into three test cases. 

 Test Case 1: Beam bending problems for  small width beams 

 Test Case 2: Beam bending problem for  small width beams with unoriented bend 

elements 

 Test Case 3: Partially constrained square fabric, plate bending 

3.2.2.1. Test Case 1 

Simply supported beams discretized with triangular meshes are shown in Figure 3.14. 

The different mesh configurations were subjected to a uniform transverse pressure load 

p=1x10
-8

lb/ft
2
. The load magnitude was small enough so as to not induce membrane effects 

in the model. The dimensions of the mesh were 2ftx0.25ft.   

Figure 3.13 shows the loading and boundary conditions.  
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p=1x10
-8

lb/ft
2
 

Figure 3.13: Boundary and loading condition of the strip 
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The ANSYS FEA result is ANSYS =9.51x10
-6

ft. The maximum deflection at the center of 

the beam, by classical beam analysis, for a simply supported beam is given by  

Mesh 1 Mesh 2 

Mesh 3 Mesh 4 

Mesh 5 

x y 

z 

x y 

z 

x y 

z 

x y 

z 

x y 

z 

Figure 3.14: Different triangulations of the beam 
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4

max

5( )

384

pb l

EI
   ................................................. (3.40) 

The width is b=0.25ft and length l=2ft, and the maximum deflection obtained is 

max=9.514x10
-6

ft and is in agreement with ANSYS result.  

The triangulations from Mesh 1 to Mesh 5 have bend elements with bend edges 

perpendicular to the length of the beam, along with other bend elements. Ideally these are the 

best suited bend elements which can model bending. Hence the bending stiffness,   
  of each 

bend element i, in the mesh, is given by Eqn 3.41, which is the same basic formula derived in 

Section 3.1.3, Eqn 3.28. The area will not be accounted for multiple times in this case.   
  is 

the moment of inertia of the bend edge of the bend element i. 

 
2

i
i b
b

EI
k   ...................................................... (3.41) 

The results are tabulated in Table 3.2.   

Table 3.2: Results of single curvature multiple element problems by particle solver code 

Mesh Code 

Mesh 1 1.01x10
-05

ft 

Mesh 2 1.09x10-05 

Mesh 3 1.02x10-05 

Mesh 4 9.82x10-06 

Mesh 5 9.70x10-06 
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While the result for Mesh 2 has the maximum error of 15% compared to the theoretical 

and ANSYS FEA results, it is reasonably close to the expected result when the mesh size is 

not skewed in one direction.  

3.2.2.2. Test Case 2:  

In this section, a beam triangulated by a mesh as shown in Figure 3.15, is subjected to 

loading and boundary conditions same as in Section 3.2.2.1, as shown in Figure 3.13. The 

mesh has most of the elements oriented at angles other than 90
ᵒ
 to the beam length unlike in 

Mesh 1 through 5 of Section 3.2.2.1. 

 

 

The result from the particle solver code is dependent on the bending stiffness,   
  of the 

bend elements. The bending stiffness used here has the 1/3 factor accounting for multiple 

bend elements modeling the curvature at different points in the triangulation. For  the Mesh 1 

through 5 test  cases though there are multiple bend elements, only the bend elements with 

Mesh 6 

Figure 3.15: Triangulation of beam, with bend edges not perpendicular to the beam length 
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bend edges perpendicular to the length of the beam model the curvature at every node, 

whereas in the Mesh 6, curvature at any node in the mesh is modeled by more than one bend 

element. Therefore the bending stiffness,   
  of each bend element i, is given by 

 
1

3 2

i
i b
b

EI
k   .................................................... (3.42) 

The result obtained using the particle solver code is a maximum deflection of 

code=1.13x10
-5

ft and the result from classical beam analysis and ANSYS remains the same 

as in previous section. An error of 19% is observed in the result. With more refinement and 

complete randomization of the mesh, it is assumed the accuracy could be improved but has 

not been verified. The error is seen to be relatively high.  

3.2.2.3. Test Case 3:  

In this section a square fabric structure with dimensions 6.275ft x 6.275ft is loaded and 

constrained to result in a predominately single curvature bend problem. Only two of the 

adjacent edges, from the corner to the mid-side of the edge of the square fabric, were 

subjected to simple supports, and a transverse pressure load was applied on it. The test case 

involves mostly single curvature throughout the mesh except close to the constrained edges. 

The boundary conditions and the loading of the square fabric are shown in Figure 3.16.  
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A description of the two meshes used for this test case is 

1. 14x14, involving 14 divisions of the edges 

2. 22x22, involving 22 divisions of the edges 

Both meshes were subjected to a transverse load of p=1x10
-8 

lb/ft
2
. The results for the two 

meshes are shown in Table 3.3.  

 

 

The bending stiffness used in the code was without the 1/3
rd

 factor.  

 
2

i
i b
b

EI
k   ...................................................... (3.43) 

 

p=1x10
-9

lb/ft
2
 

Figure 3.16: Loading and boundary conditions for test case 3 
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Table 3.3: Results of square fabric subjected to partial boundary supports and transverse 

pressure loading 

Mesh code ANSYS 

.14x14 0.00125ft 0.00167ft 

22x22 0.00122 0.00167 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.18: Deflection contour result from ANSYS FEA 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.17: Two possible orientation of the square fabric 
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The choice of which two sides of the mesh to impose the boundary conditions, Figure 

3.16, results in two different orientation of the mesh with respect to the direction of bending, 

as shown in Figure 3.17. The Figure 3.18 is the contour plot of traverse deflection as 

obtained from ANSYS. The bending direction for the loading and boundary condition of this 

test case is along the diagonal from the top left corner to the bottom right corner. The two 

orientations can be described as below. 

1. Bend edges parallel to bending direction, Figure 3.17 (a) 

2. Bend edges perpendicular to bending direction, Figure 3.17(b)  

Table 3.4: Results of single curvature problem with partial supports on boundary for two 

orientations of the beend elements in the mesh 

Load, 

lb/ft
2
 

ANSYS 

code 

bend edge 

parallel to bend 

direction (1) 

bend edge 

perpendicular to 

bend direction (2) 

1x10
-9

 0.00167 0.0008 0.00125 

 

The square fabric meshed with 14x14 was subjected to the test case discussed previously 

in this section but oriented differently as described by Figure 3.17 (a) and (b). A dependence 

on the orientation of the mesh was observed in the results obtained. The results are tabulated 

in Table 3.4. The orientation (1) is seen to be very stiff compared to the ANSYS results while 

orientation (2) is only slightly stiff. The orientation (1) is stiff because of the absence of any 

bend element with bend edge perpendicular to the bending direction while the orientation (2) 
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is slightly stiff because of the presence of two curvatures close to the supported edges. The 

particle solver code is shown to be in adequate in modeling the two curvature case. 

3.2.3. Plate subjected to Transverse Loading 

All the previous sections dealt with problems which had significantly only single 

curvature in the mesh. In this section, results for a square fabric part with all edges simply 

supported are presented. The loading and boundary condition result in double curvature in 

the mesh. The loading and the boundary condition of the mesh is shown in Figure 3.19.  

 

 

The boundaries are simply supported on all its edges and transverse pressure load applied 

on the surface. The fabric part was meshed with different levels of refinement and a 

transverse load p=1x10
-8

 lb/ft
2 

was applied. The bend edge model does not have the 

p=1x10
-8

 lb/ft
2
 

Figure 3.19: Boundary conditions and loading of square mesh resulting in double curvature 
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capability to model the Poisson‟s ratio and hence the Poisson‟s ratio used in the ANSYS 

FEA was =0. The loading results in bending dominated response of the fabric. The 

tabulation of the results by the particle solver code and ANSYS FEA is in Table 3.5. 

The bending stiffness,   
  of each bend element i, is given by Eqn 3.44. 

 
1

3 2

i
i b
b

EI
k   .................................................... (3.44) 

Table 3.5: Results of plate problem for different meshes 

ANSYS 2.89x10
-4

ft 

Mesh code, ft 

14x14 4.61x10
-4

 

22x22 4.56x10
-4

 

28x28 4.54x10
-4

 

Irregular 4.86x10
-4

 

 

Figure 3.20 (a) and (b) are the contour plot of the deflection in z direction as obtained 

from ANSYS FEA and from the particle solver code for irregular triangulation of square 

fabric, respectively.  
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The results are seen to be very flexible compared to the ANSYS result. A difference of 68% 

was observed between the result from ANSYS FEA and the particle solver code, on an 

irregular mesh.  

The bend edge model presented In Section 3.2 was compared with the bending model 

discussed in Volino and Thalmann [11]. The bend model in the particle solver code was 

substituted with the one from the paper and the double curvature problem explained earlier in 

the section was tested with this modified code, referred to as the Volino‟s method code. 

Results are tabulated in Table 3.6 and Figure shows the contour plot of deflection of square 

fabric with irregular triangulation subjected to a transverse load of p=1x10
-8

lb/ft
2
. The 

bending stiffness module  defined in the paper is given by Eqn 3.45 

 
3

12

Et
  ....................................................... (3.45) 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.20: Contour plots of deflection of square fabric (a) ANSYS and  (b) Particle solver 

code 
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Table 3.6: Maximum deflection of for two different meshes by Volino's methodcode 

ANSYS 2.89x10
-4

ft 

Mesh code 

14x14 5.03x10
-4

 

Irregular 4.83x10
-4

 

 

 

Figure 3.21: Contour plot of deflection as obtained by Volino's code 

 

As can be seen from the Table 3.6, tabulation of maximum deflection of the different 

meshes by the Volino‟s method code, the deflection values are at best equal to the value as 

predicted by the particle solver code. The result for the 14x14 mesh is much more flexible as 

compared to both particle solver code and ANSYS FEA results.  

The Figure 3.21 shows the contour plot of deflection of the square fabric, meshed 

irregulartly, as obtained by Volino‟s method code. The deflection can be observed to be 
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centered about a point other than the center of the mesh. The same mesh when subjected to 

exactly same boundary and loading conditions but solved by the particle solver code resulted 

in deflections much more uniform about the center, as shown in Figure 3.19 (b). The 

Volino‟s method code, though can predict the magnitude of deflection fairly close to the 

particle solver code, the nature of the contour of deflection is not predicted accurately. The 

deflection as predicted by this method is not any more accurate than the particle solver code. 

The results, though slightly different from each other, is close enough to validate the two 

methodologies. While the two bend models were generally self consistent, they do not 

adequately generate results that are consistent with plate bending theory (or equivalently 

ANSYS FEA). Thus, an alternative method has been sought to generate bend forces. The 

Sections 3.3 and 3.4 gives the detail of the alternative method. 

3.3. Principal Curvature Formulation 

The bend edge method has been observed to be inadequate in modeling the bending 

behavior of fabrics, unless the geometry and loading results in bending in only a single 

direction. For general bending involving two curvatures the results are not acceptable. 

General bending involves two principal curvatures at each point on a deformable surface. 

These principal curvatures act along two perpendicular directions at every point (or vertex of 

a triangulation) in the mesh. The bend edge method can model curvature only along one 

direction. The bend edge method of modeling is based on the mean curvature. Gaussian 

curvature is not considered in the modeling.  
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The Poisson‟s ratio of the material also can‟t be modeled by the bend edge method. In the 

test case discussed in Section 3.2.3 it was specified that the Poisson‟s ratio used was =0.  

To overcome these shortcomings, a new way to model bending is proposed in this 

section. The bending by this model accounts for both the principal curvatures, or in other 

words, both mean and Gaussian curvature. 

3.3.1.Principal Curvature Algorithm 

Meyer et. al. [12] proposed a method of calculating the principal curvature for a surface 

mesh triangulation. The principal curvatures of the fabric mesh are proposed to be calculated 

using the methodology described in the paper.  

Figure 3.22(a) shows the nearest neighbor ring of nodes associated with a general node i. 

The so-called Voronoi area of a typical triangular element in the mesh is shown in Figure 

3.22(b). Figure 3.22(c) describes the one ring neighborhood formed around each node i by 

considering all the associated Voronoi areas. For a non-obtuse triangle the Voronoi area is 

defined by connecting the circumcenter of the triangle, obtained by joiningthe perpendicular 

bisector of the three sides of the triangle to each of its vertices. For an obtuse triangle an 

approximation is used. The algorithm below describes the steps for calculating the Voronoi 

area and principal curvatures at node i. This process would need to be repeated at each vertex 

in a surface mesh triangulation. The algorithm is based on knowledge of the coordinates of 

the one ring neighborhood of node i. The curvature values thus obtained are then assumed to 
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be constant within the Voronoi area of node i. This assumption proves to be very valuable in 

calculating the associated internal nodal forces for the particle method. 

Algorithm: 

1. For each node, find the associated/neighboring triangular elements  

1.1. Triangular elements which share node i are noted as associated/neighboring 

elements. 

2. For each of the triangular elements, find the 3 interior angles (ii, ij, ik) and store 

the data for later access. These interior angles are calculated using the dot product of 

position vectors of the vertices of the triangle. 
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3. The Voronoi area associated with each node within a given triangle is calculated 

using the neighboring triangular element data stored previously. Figure 3.22(b) shows 

the shaded Voronoi area of node i for triangle l, the global coordinates of node i is 

denoted xi. 

3.1. The Voronoi area of each of the associated triangles, at node i, when not obtuse, 

is calculated using the formula, 

xj 

l 

l 

ik 

xi 

xj 

xk 

ij 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

ii 

l=2 

j=1 

l=1 

xi 
i 

l=Nel

e 

ij 

j=N
i
 

A
l
 =total 

area of 

triangle l 

Total 

Voronoi 

area of 

node i. 

Voronoi 

area of 

vertex xi.in 

triangle l 

j=2 

ij 

Figure 3.22: One ring neighborhood at a node, with associated total Voronoi area of node and 

the triangle 
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 2 21
(| ( ) | cot | ( ) | cot )

8

l

v i j ik i k ijA x x x x        ..................... (3.46) 

xi xj and xk are the position vectors of corresponding vertices on the triangle. ∠ij 

and ∠ik are the interior angles of triangular element at the vertices k and j 

respectively. Subscript l is for numbering the neighboring element of the node 

3.2.  When the associated triangle is obtuse, the Voronoi area needs to be 

approximated based on the node at which the interior angle is obtuse.  

3.2.1.The Voronoi area contribution at node i, by the neighboring triangle under 

consideration, when ∠ii is obtuse, is half the area of the area of the 

triangle, Al 

 
1

2

l l

vA A  ...................................................... (3.47) 

3.2.2.The Voronoi area contribution at node i, by the neighboring triangle under 

consideration, when ∠ij or ∠ik is obtuse, is one quarter of  the area of the 

area of the triangle, Al. 

 
1

4

l l

vA A  ...................................................... (3.48)

 3.3. The total area associated with each node i is calculated by adding all the areas 

associated with the neighboring triangular elements of the node, Eqns 3.46 
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through 3.48. N
i
ele is the total number of neighboring elements associated with the 

particular node. 
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i
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   ................................................... (3.49) 

4. The mean curvature normal vector and the Gaussian curvature for each node are 

calculated according to 
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   ........................................... (3.51) 

      
  is the total Voronoi area associated with node i, and N

i
 is the number  of edges 

connected to the node i. 

5. The principal curvatures are calculated from the mean curvature operator and the 

Gaussian curvature values by the formula  

 2

1

1 1
| | ( | | )

2 4

i ii i

gK K k    ...................................... (3.52) 

 2

2

1 1
| | ( | | )

2 4

i ii i

gK K k    ...................................... (3.53) 

The above equation requires special treatment when applied on a discrete mesh . 
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a) The equation for calculating principal curvatures involves a square root. As noted in 

Meyer et. al. [12], if the radicand is negative the principal curvatures thus obtained 

will be complex numbers. This is taken into account by considering only non-

negative radicands and when the radicand is negative, the two principal curvatures are 

assumed to be equal. This is further clarified with the formula as shown below 
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 ..................................... (3.54) 

b) The first principal curvature calculated by this method is always positive, where as it 

can be either positive or negative, depending on the state of deformation prevalent at 

the node. For the test case discussed in Section 3.2.3, this has been resolved in an ad-

hoc manner assuming the fabric deflects only in the z direction under the given 

loading and boundary conditions. The positive displacement of the fabric is assumed 

to result in a negative principal curvature  1
  and negative displacement is assumed to 

result in a positive value of  1
 . 
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The algorithm presented here is applicable to those cases where the nodes are not on the 

boundary. The equations described here are inadequate to handle boundary nodes (where 

incomplete rings will exist). Hence the principal curvatures for the nodes on boundaries are 

considered as zero, which is consistent for both free edges and simply supported edges 

(within the context of plate theory). However this poses no limitation as all problems of 

interest fall into these two categories. 

3.3.2. Bending force algorithm 

The curvatures calculated in the previous section can then be used to calculate internal 

bend forces at the nodal points within the mesh. The internal bend forces can be computed as 

the negative derivative of the strain energy methodwith respect to the position of the nodal 

points.  

The bending strain energy [15] for initially flat surface modeled with plate theory can be 

expressed in terms of the principal curvatures by,   
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  .................... (3.55) 

Defining the contribution of the bending energy of the one ring neighborhood associated 

with node i as Ui, we have 
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The total strain energy of the mesh is thus given by, 

 
i

N

U U   ..................................................... (3.57) 

N is the total number of nodes in a mesh.  

The internal bend force at node i is then computed  
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 .................................................... (3.58) 

Some assumptions will then be   made while applying this method. 

a. Initial configuration of the fabric structure is assumed to be flat and to be in x-y plane  

b. The displacements are assumed to be small and in the z-direction 

The above two assumptions result in the internal force being generated only in the z-direction 

at each node. Also the sign of the curvature is assigned based on the explanation provided in 

Section 3.3.1. The direction of the deflection of the node i in z-direction is considered for 

assigning the sign as shown below. 
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The algorithm used for numerical differentiation in the particle solver code is given below. 

1. For each node i, calculate the principal curvatures, 1 2 andi i  , according to the 

method described in Section 3.3.1  

2. Node i and each node in its one ring neighborhood are given a small deflection, z, 

one at a time and then the new principal curvatures, new are recalculated. The 

recalculated principal curvatures are then used to approximate the derivative of the 

curvatures by a first order finite difference formula.. The value z is arbitrary (but 

small), but the best performance was achieved by scaling it to the actual deflection at 

that point by a small factor as defined below 
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z z

  


 
................................................. (3.61) 

 , 1z z     ................................................. (3.62) 

The value of  used for computations will be reported later. The internal bending forces can 

be calculated by two methods  

1. Direct numerical differentiation of the bending strain energy  
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2. Differentiation of the bending strain energy by numerical differentiation of curvature 
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Where  
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It should be noted that the bending stiffness is not involved in this method, but is 

effectively present through the constant D in the Eqn 3.69.  

The same algorithm as described previously for numerical differentiation of the principal 

curvature is used for calculating the differential of the energy in the first method. After new 

principal curvatures are calculated the new energy is also calculated and it is differentiated.  

3.3.3. Verification of Curvature Algorithm  

The algorithm for curvature adopted from Meyer et al [12] was tested for accuracy in 

modeling the curvature. The principal curvatures as predicted by the algorithm are compared 

with those generated by the classical Navier‟s solution [15] for bending of a uniformly 

loaded flat plate. The deflection and curvatures as predicted by Navier‟s solution are given 

by the Eqns 3.70-74 shown below.  
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A transverse load of p=1x10
-9 

lb/ft
2
 was used and the nodes in the mesh was assigned 

transverse deflections, z(x,y), based on its nodal coordinates. The Meyer algorithm was then 

applied to compute the principal curvatures at each nodal point. The principal curvatures of 

the square fabric was output as “*.stl” file for viewing in TecPlot.  

Contour plots of principal curvatures, obtained from the Navier‟s solution, Eqns 3.74, and 

from the Meyer algorithm presented in Section 3.3.1 are shown in Figure 3.23 and 3.24, 

respectively. Contour plots were obtained using square fabric of mesh size 28x28. 
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Figure 3.23: Contour plot of principal curvature by Navier's solution 

 

 

 
Figure 3.24: Contour plot of principal curvatures calculated by the Meyer algorithm 
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The plots of principal curvatures by the two methods are seen to match without any 

difference in the numerical values and almost no difference in the nature of the plot. The 

algorithm for calculating the principal curvatures can thus be said to be verified.  

3.4. Validation of Plate Bending Problem by Principal Curvature Formulation 

The fabric structure (plate bending) problem as discussed in section 3.2.3 was again 

solved using the particle code, but this time with principal curvature formulation 

implemented for computing the bend forces. The parameter that affects the behavior of the 

principal curvature formulation for modeling bending is  in Eqn 3.58, defining the term z 

used in numerical differentiation. Also Section 3.3.2 provided two possible methods of 

bending force calculation on nodes. In this section the square fabric is tested, for 

understanding the behavior of the code with variation of  and the two algorithms for force 

calculation.  

Table 3.7 shows the results, for various values of  used in the code and for the two 

methods of computing the bending forces. The last row of the Table 3.7 is the expected 

deflection as 0  , extrapolated from the data available.  

For values of  lower than 1x10
-04

 the particle solver code generated erroneous results. 

This was overcome by initially running the particle solver code with  =1x10
-04

, allowing the 

mesh to stabilize and then changing the  to the desired value and the code executed until the 

mesh stabilizes again. This method has been employed in all the test cases further employing 

the principal curvature formulation. 
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Figure 3.25: Time history plot with different values of  

 

Figure 3.25 is a time-history plot of the mid node from particle solver code with =1x10
-4 

and then changed to =1x10
-5

. 

The Poisson‟s ratio of =0 was used in the particle solver code. The ANSYS predicted 

maximum deflection is ANSYS=2.89x10
-4

ft. The 14x14 mesh was used for this purpose.  
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Table 3.7: Deflection of 14x14 mesh by the two algorithms for bending force calculation 

 
Method 1: 

Differential of 

Energy, U 

Method 2: 

Differential of 

Curvature,  

5x10
-04

 2.06x10
-04

ft 2.74x10
-04

ft 

2x10
-04

 2.63x10
-04

 3.01x10
-04

 

1x10
-04

 2.89x10
-04

 3.11x10
-04

 

1x10
-05

 3.18x10
-04

 3.21x10
-04

 

   3.2x10
-04

 3.2x10
-04

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.26:Maximum deflection for different values of  and the two force algorithms 
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The Figure 3.26 shows the convergence of the maximum deflection of the fabric subject 

to transverse pressure loading, for different values of  in the code, for the two methods of 

calculating the force. The bending force calculated by the differential of strain energy, U, 

given by Eqn 3.63 to 3.65,  has higher variation in the deflection predicted for a given change 

in  as compared to the force calculated by the differential of curvature, , given by Eqn 3.66 

to 3.68. Hence the bending force in the particle solver code is calculated by the method of 

differential of the curvature,  as it demonstrates lesser variation because of variation in . 

The particle solver code was further tested on different meshes of square fabric for 

different values of . Table 3.8 tabulates these results. Figure 3.27 shows the dependence of 

the maximum deflection on the  parameter for different meshes.  

 

Table 3.8: Maximum deflection of different meshes for different values of  and ANSYS 

result is ANSYS=2.89x10
-4

ft 

 

Maximum deflection for different Mesh refinement 

14x14 22x22 28x28 34x34 44x44 

1.00x10
-04

 3.11x10
-04

ft 2.66 x10
-04

ft 1.97x10
-04

ft 1.43x10
-04

ft 6.50x10
-04

ft 

5.00x10
-05

 3.16x10
-04

 2.90 x10
-04

 2.36x10
-04

 1.98x10
-04

 1.15x10
-04

 

1.00x10
-05

 3.21x10
-04

 3.12 x10
-04

 2.81x10
-04

 2.79x10
-04

 2.36x10
-04

 

 0 3.22 x10
-04

 3.16 x10
-04

 2.92x10
-04

 3.04x10
-04

 2.78x10
-04
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Last row in Table 3.8 is the value of the deflection predicted by extrapolating the 

deflections for each mesh with different  using a quadratic polynomial fit of the data points. 

The maximum deflection of the different meshes is observed to be dependent on the  

employed for numerical differentiation. The rate of variation of the maximum deflections is 

seen to also depend on the mesh size. A difference of 15% is observed in the maximum 

deflection compared to the theoretical deflection as  tends to zero. And the maximum error 

of the deflection predicted by the particle solver code when compared with the ANSYS FEA 

result is 11.4%. Clearly there is mesh dependence for larger values of , but the results do 

appear to converge as expected as  approaches zero (definition of the derivative). This 

y = -19.163396x2 - 0.103925x + 0.000322 

y = 957.777778x2 - 0.616467x + 0.000318 

y = 3774.444444x2 - 1.345967x + 0.000294 

y = 10277.777778x2 - 2.641667x + 0.000304 

y = 22500.000000x2 - 4.375000x + 0.000278 
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Figure 3.27: Maximum deflections of square fabric with different meshes for different values 

of  
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speaks of the need to have an analytical expression for the derivative of the energy to avoid 

numerical difficulties with the approximate derivative. 

The same test was carried out with a Poisson‟s ratio =0.3 in the particle solver code, in 

the Eqn 3.68. The ANSYS predicted maximum deflection is ANSYS=2.59x10
-4

ft. Figure 3.28 

shows the variation of the maximum deflection with  for different meshes and the Table 3.9 

shows the results.  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

y = 22.777778x2 - 0.065617x + 0.000282 

y = 383.333333x2 - 0.375500x + 0.000282 

y = 3222.222222x2 - 1.043333x + 0.000270 
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Figure 3.28: Maximum deflection of different meshes for different , =0.3 
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Table 3.9: Maximum deflection of different meshes for different , =0.3, ANSYS=2.59x10-4ft 

 

Maximum deflection for different Mesh 

refinement 

14x14 22x22 28x28 

1x10
-4

 2.75x10
-04

ft 2.48x10
-04

ft 1.98x10
-04

ft 

5x10
-5

 2.79x10
-04

 2.64x10
-04

 2.26x10
-04

 

1x10
-5

 2.81x10
-04

 2.78x10
-04

 2.60x10
-04

 

 0 2.82x10
-04

 2.8x10
-04

 2.70x10
-04

 

 

 

The result obtained can be observed to be behaving similar to the case with Poisson‟s ratio 

=0. The maximum deflection of the different meshes is dependent on the  value used for 

numerical differentiation.  

The result by this method is thus dependent on the  value used and the mesh refinement. For 

appropriately small  the results predicted by particle solver code are accurate. The results 

thus demonstrate the potential of the new method for modeling of bending, given 

appropriately small values of . The method needs further improvement in order to reduce its 

dependence on the  used.   
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4. Further Results 

4.1.  Nonlinear Plate Bending Problem 

The plate bending problem, discussed in Section 3.2.3, was subjected to only small loads 

so that the effect of membrane (stretching) stiffness did not affect the result. The load was 

small enough as to result in a linear load-deflection response. Upon application of higher 

loads, the membrane stiffness becomes effective and the relation between transverse load and 

the deflection of the fabric becomes nonlinear.  

In this section the nonlinear bending of a square fabric part is considered. The nature of 

loading and boundary condition of the square fabric is same as discussed in Section 3.2.3, as 

shown in Figure 3.19. The magnitude of the transverse load applied was higher, making the 

stretching stiffness the dominant mode of resistance. Though stretching is the dominant mode 

of resistance the bending is still modeled for accuracy of the result. The bend edge method 

for treating bend modeling has been used for the purpose.  

While the test in Section 2.3 accounted for stretching along one dimension, the general 

three dimensional stretching was not considered. The nonlinear plate bending problem is a 

good test of the generality of the method of calculating the stretching stiffness value 

adaptively. 

Tabulation of results is provided in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1: Nonlinear bending results by particle solver code 

Load, lb/ft
2
 

Mesh size 

14x14 22x22 Irregular ANSYS 

1x10
-6

 4.95x10
-3

  4.97x10
-3

 5.33x10
-3

 5.26x10
-3

   

1x10
-5

 1.09x10
-2

  1.08x10
-2

  1.16x10
-2

 1.12x10
-2

  

 

The nonlinear bending result as predicted by the particle solver code is seen to be 

matching the result from ANSYS FEA with a maximum difference of 5%. The deflections 

for different meshes match each other without much difference.  

The resistance to loading being dominated by the stretching resistance, the stretching 

model can be said to be validated by the above results for accuracy.  

4.2. Tent Entry Event Simulation: 

The aim of this research was to develop realistic motion of the fabric and incorporate it in 

the particle solver code for simulating the interaction of human and tent upon contact. The 

stretching and bending models based on the material properties and the local geometric 

configuration of the mesh has been demonstrated in the previous sections. The nature of the 

motion of the fabric under different conditions depends on the behavior of the fabric under 

stretching and bending. The stretching model was shown to model the fabric behavior 

accurately while the bend edge method of bending model was shown to be more flexible 

compared to the ANSYS results. The principal curvature formulation of bending, though 

accurate in modeling the bending behavior, was developed with assumption of the fabric 
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being in x-y plane initially and major deflection only along the z-direction. The tent structure 

being by definition 3-dimensional, the recently developed principal curvature formulation 

can‟t be employed for simulating the tent entry event simulation. Hence the bend edge 

method of bending modeling was used in modeling the tent entry event simulation.  

 

 

 

 

(0, 0, 7.75) 

(7, 0, 0) 

(4.66, 0, 6.75) 

(2.33, 4.04, 6.75) 

(3.5, 6.06, 0) 

(2.33, -4.04, 6.75) 

(3.5, -6.06, 0) (-3.5, -6.06, 0) 

(-2.33, -4.04, 6.75) 

(-4.66, 0, 6.75) 

(-2.33, 4.04, 6.75) 

(-3.5, 6.06, 0) 

(-7, 0, 0) 

Node 2061 

(-0.025, -6.06, 0) 

Figure 4.1: Dimension`s of tent structure 
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The dimensions of the hexagonal shaped tent model and the soldier are shown in the 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The soldier was assumed to move with uniform velocity of the body, 

rather than animate the walking of the soldier, for simplicity. 

The parameters used in the particle solver code were Young‟s modulus E=82728lb/ft
2
 

mass density =0.757 slug/ft
3
 and thickness t=0.003167ft both corresponding to a military 

grade fabric. The velocity of soldier was Vsoldier=0.8ft. The contact of the cloth with the 

soldier is detected by the presence of penetration of the fabric into soldier. This penetration 

of the fabric into soldier needs to be compensated and is accomplished using the penalty 

method employing a factor called boost factor. The boost factor compensates the detected 

penetration of the cloth. The boost was limited to a maximum value of boost-max=60. 

Gravity was assumed to be in the negative z-direction and the value was gz=-32.174ft/s
2
. 

5ft 

Figure 4.2: Soldier's dimensions and the tent door slit 
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Damping co-efficient of c=0.0003 lb.s/ft was used in the code. [1] can be referred to for 

further details. 

The tent was subject to gravity loading first and the movement is imparted to the soldier 

from time t=5secs. Figure 4.3 is a series of snapshots of the tent and soldier at different 

points of time of the simulation. 
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Figure 4.3: Soldier Tent interaction at various points of time 
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t=0 s 

 

t=2.25s 

  

t=4.5s 

  

t=6.75s 

  

t=9s 

  

t=11.25s 
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t=13.5s 

  

t=15s 
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Figure 4.4 is a plot of position and velocity with time, of node 2061, on the left lower 

corner of door flap, shown in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.5 shows the amount of maximum 

penetration of the cloth and soldier into each other, before being compensated by the penalty 

method. However it should be noted that the magnitude of maximum penetration is of the 

order of 7x10
-5

ft and is very small compared to the thickness of the fabric.  

 

Figure 4.3: Position and velocity plot of node 2061 along x, y and z direction 
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Figure 4.4: Plot of penetration of cloth and soldier 

 

The nature of the motion of the fabric, as was observed from the animation of the tent and 

soldier and the Position/velocity plot of the node 2061, was seen to be very close to reality 

without any unexpected motion or sag in the tent structure.  
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5. Results and Conclusions 

The particle solver code developed and presented in [1] was improved, making it free of 

any requirement to tune stiffness parameters. The stretching and bending stiffness factors are 

now based on a combination of the material properties of the fabric and the mesh geometry. 

The need for tuning the bending stiffness for different meshes by comparing the particle 

solver code result with the result from ANSYS FEA was discarded with this approach 

making the process more straight forward. The particle solver code developed in [1] had 

some errors in the way it considered the mass of the fabric and external force acting on it. 

These errors were corrected in the code. Much of the error observed as an overly exaggerated 

sag in the tent structure was resolved by this.  

The bending and stretching stiffness model developed here was tested for accuracy by 

comparison with ANSYS FEA. The stretching stiffness modeling was seen to be accurate in 

modeling the stretching behavior and the bending modeling was shown to be flexible 

compared to the ANSYS FEA model. The bending model was shown to be inadequate in 

modeling the bending behavior because of its inability to consider the Gaussian curvature of 

the mesh and the Poissson‟s ratio of the material. The bending model however is used in 

simulation of the tent entry event.  

A new bending model based on principal curvatures of the fabric structure was proposed. 

The results from this model was tested and compared with ANSYS FEA. Though the results 

were seen to be dependent on the mesh size and the value of the parameter  used in 
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numerical differentiation required by the method, the deflection predicted by the principal 

curvature formulation was seen to be accurate and the error was observed to be only 5%.   

5.1.Further Research 

1. The principal curvature formulation outlined in this document needs to be generalized 

so as to be able to simulate any general 3-dimensional mesh undergoing arbitrarily large 

deflection and rotation. This would assist in modeling the behavior of the fabric accurately 

for the purpose of animation.  

2. The anisotropy in the material properties, which is common in fabrics, is not 

incorporated in the code. A method to model the anisotropy in the principal curvature 

formulation is required.  

3. The numerical differentiation used in the code is dependent on the parameter . The 

results are observed to vary with , and this needs to be better understood. The computational 

process involved in calculating the principal curvature and its numerical derivatives is 

burdensome.It should be possible, perhaps with symbolic manipulation software to compute 

obtain analytical expressions for these derivatives.4. Selection of the damping co-efficient is 

arbitrary and should be further investigated, and possibly related to the material properties as 

well 

5.  Cloth-cloth collisions have not been implemented in the code.  
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6. The time integration used in the code is explicit and is time consuming due to the 

maximum time-step requirement. Use of implicit methods of time integration should be 

explored.  
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Appendix A 

A flow chart of the particle solver code in terms of which codes to be employed for the 

different models presented is shown here 

 

Call Runge-Kutta 

Solver,  

Appendix D 

Start  

Bending modeling by  

a. Bend edge method 

b. Principal Curvature 

method 

Use Code in  

Appendix E 

Call Eqn Solver,  

Appendix B 

Use Code in 

Appendix F 

Call Runge-Kutta 

Solver,  

Appendix D 

Call Eqn Solver,  

Appendix C 

Get result 

End 

(a) (b) 
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Appendix B 

Code for solving internal forces and Equations of Motion, bending by bend edge Method  

function [dvdt]=GridfunctBendTriangularRandom_v3(t,v) 

  
%%Declaring variables used in both functions as global 
global d0 nnodes m c  ks kb fxext fyext fzext fixed NNM bend nconnect kap0 

nelem vertex pmax tpstart tpend gx gy gz a h_dist  

  
dvdt=[]; 

  
%for loop over the number of elements to get areas and normals used for 
%pressure loading 
for ii=1:nelem 
    Ax=v(6*vertex(ii,1)-5); 
    Ay=v(6*vertex(ii,1)-3); 
    Az=v(6*vertex(ii,1)-1); 

  
    Bx=v(6*vertex(ii,2)-5); 
    By=v(6*vertex(ii,2)-3); 
    Bz=v(6*vertex(ii,2)-1); 

  
    Cx=v(6*vertex(ii,3)-5); 
    Cy=v(6*vertex(ii,3)-3); 
    Cz=v(6*vertex(ii,3)-1); 

  
    v1=sqrt((Bx-Ax)^2+(By-Ay)^2+(Bz-Az)^2); 
    v1x=(Bx-Ax); 
    v1y=(By-Ay); 
    v1z=(Bz-Az); 

  
    v2=sqrt((Cx-Ax)^2+(Cy-Ay)^2+(Cz-Az)^2); 
    v2x=(Cx-Ax); 
    v2y=(Cy-Ay); 
    v2z=(Cz-Az); 

  
    pnorm(ii)=sqrt((v1y*v2z-v1z*v2y)^2+(v1z*v2x-v1x*v2z)^2+(v1x*v2y-

v1y*v2x)^2); 
    pnormx(ii)=(v1y*v2z-v1z*v2y)/pnorm(ii); 
    pnormy(ii)=(v1z*v2x-v1x*v2z)/pnorm(ii); 
    pnormz(ii)=(v1x*v2y-v1y*v2x)/pnorm(ii); 

  
    elemarea(ii)=1/2*pnorm(ii); 
end 
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%Create a set of for loops to solve equations of motion for a number of 

desired particles 

  
%Calculating the forces contributed due to stretching 
for ii=1:nnodes 
    ax=0; 
    ay=0; 
    az=0; 
    if fixed(ii)==1 
        axx(ii) = 0; 
        ayy(ii) = 0; 
        azz(ii) = 0; 
        aux1 = [v(6*ii-4); axx(ii); v(6*ii-2); ayy(ii); v(6*ii); azz(ii)]; 
        dvdt = [dvdt; aux1]; 
        continue 
    end 
    for jj=3:NNM(ii,2)+2 
        d=sqrt((v(6*NNM(ii,jj)-5)-v(6*NNM(ii,1)-5))^2 + (v(6*NNM(ii,jj)-

3)-v(6*NNM(ii,1)-3))^2 + (v(6*NNM(ii,jj)-1)-v(6*NNM(ii,1)-1))^2); 

  
        nx=(v(6*NNM(ii,jj)-5)-v(6*NNM(ii,1)-5))/d; 
        ny=(v(6*NNM(ii,jj)-3)-v(6*NNM(ii,1)-3))/d; 
        nz=(v(6*NNM(ii,jj)-1)-v(6*NNM(ii,1)-1))/d; 

  
        fx = ks(ii,NNM(ii,jj))*(d-d0(ii,NNM(ii,jj)))*nx - c*v(6*NNM(ii,1)-

4); 
        fy = ks(ii,NNM(ii,jj))*(d-d0(ii,NNM(ii,jj)))*ny - c*v(6*NNM(ii,1)-

2); 
        fz = ks(ii,NNM(ii,jj))*(d-d0(ii,NNM(ii,jj)))*nz - 

c*v(6*NNM(ii,1)); 

  
        ax=ax + (fx/m(ii));  
        ay=ay + (fy/m(ii));  
        az=az + (fz/m(ii));  
    end 

  
    axx(ii) = ax + (fxext(ii)/m(ii))+gx;  
    ayy(ii) = ay + (fyext(ii)/m(ii))+gy; 
    azz(ii) = az + (fzext(ii)/m(ii))+gz; 
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Calculating the forces contributed due to bending  

  
 for ii=1:nconnect             
    i1= bend(ii,1); 
    i2= bend(ii,2); 
    i3= bend(ii,3); 
    i4= bend(ii,4); 
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    if fixed(i1) && fixed(i2) && fixed(i4) || fixed(i2) && fixed(i3) && 

fixed(i4) ==1 
        continue 
    end     

  
    x1=v(6*i1-5); 
    y1=v(6*i1-3); 
    z1=v(6*i1-1); 
    x2=v(6*i2-5); 
    y2=v(6*i2-3); 
    z2=v(6*i2-1); 
    x3=v(6*i3-5); 
    y3=v(6*i3-3); 
    z3=v(6*i3-1); 
    x4=v(6*i4-5); 
    y4=v(6*i4-3); 
    z4=v(6*i4-1); 

  
    t12=sqrt((x2-x1)^2 + (y2-y1)^2 + (z2-z1)^2); 
    t12x=(x2-x1)/t12; 
    t12y=(y2-y1)/t12; 
    t12z=(z2-z1)/t12; 

  
    t14=sqrt((x4-x1)^2 + (y4-y1)^2 + (z4-z1)^2); 
    t14x=(x4-x1)/t14; 
    t14y=(y4-y1)/t14; 
    t14z=(z4-z1)/t14; 

  
    t12xt14=sqrt((t12y*t14z-t12z*t14y)^2 + (t12z*t14x-t12x*t14z)^2 + 

(t12x*t14y-t12y*t14x)^2); 

  
    n124x=(t12y*t14z-t12z*t14y)/t12xt14; 
    n124y=(t12z*t14x-t12x*t14z)/t12xt14; 
    n124z=(t12x*t14y-t12y*t14x)/t12xt14;   

  
    t23=sqrt((x3-x2)^2 + (y3-y2)^2 + (z3-z2)^2); 
    t23x=(x3-x2)/t23; 
    t23y=(y3-y2)/t23; 
    t23z=(z3-z2)/t23; 

  
    t24=sqrt((x4-x2)^2 + (y4-y2)^2 + (z4-z2)^2); 
    t24x=(x4-x2)/t24; 
    t24y=(y4-y2)/t24; 
    t24z=(z4-z2)/t24; 

  
    t23xt24=sqrt((t23y*t24z-t23z*t24y)^2 + (t23z*t24x-t23x*t24z)^2 + 

(t23x*t24y-t23y*t24x)^2); 

  
    n234x=(t23y*t24z-t23z*t24y)/t23xt24; 
    n234y=(t23z*t24x-t23x*t24z)/t23xt24; 
    n234z=(t23x*t24y-t23y*t24x)/t23xt24; 
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     navg=sqrt(((n124x+n234x)/2)^2 +((n124y+n234y)/2)^2 + 

((n124z+n234z)/2)^2); 

  
    n24x=((n124x+n234x)/2)/navg; 
    n24y=((n124y+n234y)/2)/navg; 
    n24z=((n124z+n234z)/2)/navg; 

  
    dot=(n124x*n234x + n124y*n234y + n124z*n234z); 
    t12dotn234=(t12x*n234x + t12y*n234y + t12z*n234z); 
    if dot > 1 
        dot=1; 
    end 
    dphi=acos(dot); 
    dphi=-sign(t12dotn234)*dphi; 
    L=(h_dist(ii,5)/2); 
    kap=dphi/L; 
    kap=kap - kap0(ii); 
 

    f1x=-2*kb(1,ii)*kap*n24x/h_dist(ii,1); 
    f1y=-2*kb(1,ii)*kap*n24y/h_dist(ii,1); 
    f1z=-2*kb(1,ii)*kap*n24z/h_dist(ii,1); 

  
    f2x= 2*kb(1,ii)*kap*n24x * (1/h_dist(ii,1)+1/h_dist(ii,3)) * 

(h_dist(ii,4)/(h_dist(ii,2)+h_dist(ii,4))); 
    f2y= 2*kb(1,ii)*kap*n24y * (1/h_dist(ii,1)+1/h_dist(ii,3)) * 

(h_dist(ii,4)/(h_dist(ii,2)+h_dist(ii,4))); 
    f2z= 2*kb(1,ii)*kap*n24z * (1/h_dist(ii,1)+1/h_dist(ii,3)) * 

(h_dist(ii,4)/(h_dist(ii,2)+h_dist(ii,4))); 

  
    f3x=-2*kb(1,ii)*kap*n24x/h_dist(ii,3); 
    f3y=-2*kb(1,ii)*kap*n24y/h_dist(ii,3); 
    f3z=-2*kb(1,ii)*kap*n24z/h_dist(ii,3); 

  
    

f4x=2*kb(1,ii)*kap*n24x*(1/h_dist(ii,1)+1/h_dist(ii,3))*(h_dist(ii,2)/(h_d

ist(ii,2)+h_dist(ii,4))); 
   

f4y=2*kb(1,ii)*kap*n24y*(1/h_dist(ii,1)+1/h_dist(ii,3))*(h_dist(ii,2)/(h_d

ist(ii,2)+h_dist(ii,4))); 
    

f4z=2*kb(1,ii)*kap*n24z*(1/h_dist(ii,1)+1/h_dist(ii,3))*(h_dist(ii,2)/(h_d

ist(ii,2)+h_dist(ii,4))); 

  
    if fixed(i1)==1 
        ax1=0; 
        ay1=0; 
        az1=0; 
    else 
        ax1=(f1x/m(i1)); 
        ay1=(f1y/m(i1)); 
        az1=(f1z/m(i1)); 
    end 
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     if fixed(i2)==1 
        ax2=0; 
        ay2=0; 
        az2=0; 
    else 
        ax2=(f2x/m(i2)); 
        ay2=(f2y/m(i2)); 
        az2=(f2z/m(i2)); 
    end 

  
    if fixed(i3)==1 
        ax3=0; 
        ay3=0; 
        az3=0; 
    else 
        ax3=(f3x/m(i3)); 
        ay3=(f3y/m(i3)); 
        az3=(f3z/m(i3)); 
    end 

  
     if fixed(i4)==1 
         ax4=0; 
         ay4=0; 
         az4=0; 
     else 
         ax4=(f4x/m(i4)); 
         ay4=(f4y/m(i4)); 
         az4=(f4z/m(i4)); 
    end 

  
    axx(i1) = axx(i1) + ax1;  
    ayy(i1) = ayy(i1) + ay1;  
    azz(i1) = azz(i1) + az1; 
    axx(i2) = axx(i2) + ax2;  
    ayy(i2) = ayy(i2) + ay2;  
    azz(i2) = azz(i2) + az2; 
    axx(i3) = axx(i3) + ax3;  
    ayy(i3) = ayy(i3) + ay3;  
    azz(i3) = azz(i3) + az3; 
    axx(i4) = axx(i4) + ax4;  
    ayy(i4) = ayy(i4) + ay4;  
    azz(i4) = azz(i4) + az4; 

  
 end 

  
 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 %Calculating the forces contributed due to Pressure 
 for ii=1:nelem 
    ax1=0; 
    ay1=0; 
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    az1=0; 
    ax2=0; 
    ay2=0; 
    az2=0; 
    ax3=0; 
    ay3=0; 
    az3=0; 

  
    i1= vertex(ii,1); 
    i2= vertex(ii,2); 
    i3= vertex(ii,3); 

  
    if t < tpstart  
      p=0; 
    elseif t > tpend  
      p=pmax; 
    else 
      p=pmax/(tpend - tpstart)*(t-tpstart); 
    end 

       
    fpx=-(1/3)*p*elemarea(ii)*pnormx(ii); 
    fpy=-(1/3)*p*elemarea(ii)*pnormy(ii); 
    fpz=-(1/3)*p*elemarea(ii)*pnormz(ii); 

  
    if fixed(i1)==1 
        ax1=0; 
        ay1=0; 
        az1=0; 
    else 
        ax1=(fpx/m(i1)); 
        ay1=(fpy/m(i1)); 
        az1=(fpz/m(i1)); 
    end 

  
    if fixed(i2)==1 
        ax2=0; 
        ay2=0; 
        az2=0; 
    else 
        ax2=(fpx/m(i2)); 
        ay2=(fpy/m(i2)); 
        az2=(fpz/m(i2)); 
    end 

  
    if fixed(i3)==1 
        ax3=0; 
        ay3=0; 
        az3=0; 
    else 
        ax3=(fpx/m(i3)); 
        ay3=(fpy/m(i3)); 
        az3=(fpz/m(i3)); 
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    end 

  
    axx(i1) = axx(i1) + ax1;  
    ayy(i1) = ayy(i1) + ay1;  
    azz(i1) = azz(i1) + az1; 
    axx(i2) = axx(i2) + ax2;  
    ayy(i2) = ayy(i2) + ay2;  
    azz(i2) = azz(i2) + az2; 
    axx(i3) = axx(i3) + ax3;  
    ayy(i3) = ayy(i3) + ay3;  
    azz(i3) = azz(i3) + az3;    

      
 end 

  
 for ii=1:nnodes 
     a(3*ii-2)=axx(ii); 
     a(3*ii-1)=ayy(ii); 
     a(3*ii) = azz(ii); 

  
     aux1 = [v(6*ii-4); a(3*ii-2); v(6*ii-2); a(3*ii-1); v(6*ii); 

a(3*ii)]; 
     dvdt = [dvdt; aux1];     
 end 

            
 return 
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Appendix C 

Code for solving internal forces and Equations of Motion, bending by Principal curvature 

Method  

 

function [dvdt]=GridfunctBendTriangularRandom_v3(t,v) 
%Declaring variables used in both functions as global 
global d0 nnodes m c ks fxext fyext fzext fixed NNM nelem gx gy gz a 

elem_neighbor vertex E th U K kg a_total tpstart tpend pmax vertex_theta 

kappa delta edge_neighbor inodes Kmag Ui coords fzstretch kgcorrection nu 

  
dvdt=[]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%for loop over the number of elements to get areas and normals used for 
%pressure loading 
pnorm = single(zeros(1,nelem)); 
pnormx = single(zeros(1,nelem)); 
pnormy = single(zeros(1,nelem)); 
pnormz = single(zeros(1,nelem)); 
elemarea = single(zeros(1,nelem)); 
for ii=1:nelem 
    Ax=v(6*vertex(ii,1)-5); 
    Ay=v(6*vertex(ii,1)-3); 
    Az=v(6*vertex(ii,1)-1); 

  
    Bx=v(6*vertex(ii,2)-5); 
    By=v(6*vertex(ii,2)-3); 
    Bz=v(6*vertex(ii,2)-1); 

  
    Cx=v(6*vertex(ii,3)-5); 
    Cy=v(6*vertex(ii,3)-3); 
    Cz=v(6*vertex(ii,3)-1); 

  
    v1x=(Bx-Ax); 
    v1y=(By-Ay); 
    v1z=(Bz-Az); 

  
    v2x=(Cx-Ax); 
    v2y=(Cy-Ay); 
    v2z=(Cz-Az); 

  
    pnorm(1,ii)=sqrt((v1y*v2z-v1z*v2y)^2+(v1z*v2x-v1x*v2z)^2+(v1x*v2y-

v1y*v2x)^2); 
    pnormx(1,ii)=(v1y*v2z-v1z*v2y)/pnorm(1,ii); 
    pnormy(1,ii)=(v1z*v2x-v1x*v2z)/pnorm(1,ii); 
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    pnormz(1,ii)=(v1x*v2y-v1y*v2x)/pnorm(1,ii); 

  
    elemarea(1,ii)=1/2*pnorm(1,ii); 
end 
fx = (zeros(nnodes,1)); 
fy = (zeros(nnodes,1)); 
fz = (zeros(nnodes,1)); 

  
for ii=1:nelem 
    i1= vertex(ii,1); 
    i2= vertex(ii,2); 
    i3= vertex(ii,3); 
    if t < tpstart  
        p=0; 
    elseif t > tpend  
        p=pmax; 
    else 
        p=pmax/(tpend - tpstart)*(t-tpstart); 
    end 
    fpx=-(1/3)*p*elemarea(1,ii)*pnormx(1,ii); 
    fpy=-(1/3)*p*elemarea(1,ii)*pnormy(1,ii); 
    fpz=-(1/3)*p*elemarea(1,ii)*pnormz(1,ii); 
    if fixed(i1)~=1 
        fx(i1,1) = fpx + fx(i1,1); 
        fy(i1,1) = fpy + fy(i1,1); 
        fz(i1,1) = fpz + fz(i1,1); 
    end 
    if fixed(i2)~=1 
        fx(i2,1) = fpx + fx(i2,1); 
        fy(i2,1) = fpy + fy(i2,1); 
        fz(i2,1) = fpz + fz(i2,1); 
    end 
    if fixed(i3)~=1 
        fx(i3,1) = fpx + fx(i3,1); 
        fy(i3,1) = fpy + fy(i3,1); 
        fz(i3,1) = fpz + fz(i3,1); 
    end 
end 

  
%Create a set of for loops to solve equations of motion for a number of 

desired particles 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Calculating the forces contributed due to stretching 
fzstretch = zeros(nnodes,max(NNM(:,2))); 
for ii=1:nnodes 
    if fixed(ii)==1 
            continue 
    end 
    for jj=3:NNM(ii,2)+2 
        d=(sqrt((v(6*NNM(ii,jj)-5)-v(6*NNM(ii,1)-5))^2 + (v(6*NNM(ii,jj)-

3)-v(6*NNM(ii,1)-3))^2 + (v(6*NNM(ii,jj)-1)-v(6*NNM(ii,1)-1))^2)); 
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        nx=(v(6*NNM(ii,jj)-5)-v(6*NNM(ii,1)-5))/d; 
        ny=(v(6*NNM(ii,jj)-3)-v(6*NNM(ii,1)-3))/d; 
        nz=(v(6*NNM(ii,jj)-1)-v(6*NNM(ii,1)-1))/d; 

  
        fsx = (ks(ii,NNM(ii,jj))*(d-d0(ii,NNM(ii,jj)))*nx - 

c*v(6*NNM(ii,1)-4));%(m(ii)*gx) +fxext(ii); % Added in damping 
        fsy = (ks(ii,NNM(ii,jj))*(d-d0(ii,NNM(ii,jj)))*ny - 

c*v(6*NNM(ii,1)-2));%(m(ii)*gy) +fyext(ii); 
        fsz = (ks(ii,NNM(ii,jj))*(d-d0(ii,NNM(ii,jj)))*nz - 

c*v(6*NNM(ii,1)));% (m(ii)*gz) +fzext(ii) ; 

  
        fx(ii,1) = fsx + fx(ii,1); 
        fy(ii,1) = fsy + fy(ii,1); 
        fz(ii,1) = fsz + fz(ii,1);  
    end 
    fx(ii,1) = fxext(ii) + fx(ii,1); 
    fy(ii,1) = fyext(ii) + fy(ii,1); 
    fz(ii,1) = fzext(ii) + fz(ii,1); 

  
end 

  
fzb = zeros(nnodes,1); 
vertex_theta = (zeros(nelem,3)); 

  
for i =1:nelem 

  
    i1= vertex(i,1); 
    i2= vertex(i,2); 
    i3= vertex(i,3); 

  
    x1=v(1,i1*6-5); 
    y1=v(1,i1*6-3); 
    z1=v(1,i1*6-1); 

  
    x2=v(1,i2*6-5); 
    y2=v(1,i2*6-3); 
    z2=v(1,i2*6-1); 

  
    x3=v(1,i3*6-5); 
    y3=v(1,i3*6-3); 
    z3=v(1,i3*6-1); 

  
    x12 = sqrt((x1-x2)^2+(y1-y2)^2+(z1-z2)^2); 
    x13 = sqrt((x1-x3)^2+(y1-y3)^2+(z1-z3)^2); 
    x23 = sqrt((x2-x3)^2+(y2-y3)^2+(z2-z3)^2); 

  
    vertex_theta(i,1) = acos(((x3-x1)*(x2-x1) + (y3-y1)*(y2-y1) + (z3-

z1)*(z2-z1))/(x13*x12)); 
    vertex_theta(i,2) = acos(((x3-x2)*(x1-x2) + (y3-y2)*(y1-y2) + (z3-

z2)*(z1-z2))/(x23*x12)); 
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    vertex_theta(i,3) = acos(((x1-x3)*(x2-x3) + (y1-y3)*(y2-y3) + (z1-

z3)*(z2-z3))/(x13*x23)); 

  
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Calculating the forces contributed due to bending  
a_total = zeros(nnodes,max(NNM(:,2))); 
kg=(zeros(nnodes,2)); 
kappa = (zeros(nnodes,2)); 
K = (zeros(nnodes,3)); 
Kmag = (zeros(nnodes,1)); 

  
U = zeros(nnodes,1); 
Thx = zeros(nnodes,max(NNM(:,2))); 
Kx = zeros(nnodes,max(NNM(:,2))); 
Ky = zeros(nnodes,max(NNM(:,2))); 
Kz = zeros(nnodes,max(NNM(:,2))); 
KKzi = zeros(nnodes,max(NNM(:,2))); 

  
for i = 1.0 : nnodes 
    if fixed(i)== 1 
        K(i,:)=0; 
        kg(i,1)=0; 
        kappa(i,:)=0; 

  
        continue 
    end 
    for j = 1:elem_neighbor(i,1) 
        i1= vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),1); 
        i2= vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),2); 
        i3= vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),3); 

  
        x1=v(1,i1*6-5); 
        y1=v(1,i1*6-3); 
        z1=v(1,i1*6-1); 

  
        x2=v(1,i2*6-5); 
        y2=v(1,i2*6-3); 
        z2=v(1,i2*6-1); 

  
        x3=v(1,i3*6-5); 
        y3=v(1,i3*6-3); 
        z3=v(1,i3*6-1); 

  
        if i1 ~= i 
            if i2 ~= i 
                ii = 3; 
            else ii =2; 
            end 
        else 
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            ii =1;  
        end 
        ii1=mod(ii+1,3); 
        ii2=mod(ii+2,3); 
        if ii1 == 0 
             ii1 =3; 
        end 
        if ii2 == 0 
             ii2 =3; 
        end 
        if vertex_theta(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii)> (pi/2) 
            v1x=(x1-x3); 
            v1y=(y1-y3); 
            v1z=(z1-z3); 

  
            v2x=(x1-x2); 
            v2y=(y1-y2); 
            v2z=(z1-z2); 

  
            area=0.5*sqrt((v1y*v2z-v1z*v2y)^2+(v1z*v2x-

v1x*v2z)^2+(v1x*v2y-v1y*v2x)^2); 
            vornoi_area = area/2; 
        else 
            if vertex_theta(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii1)> (pi/2) || 

vertex_theta(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii2)> (pi/2) 
                v1x=(x1-x3); 
                v1y=(y1-y3); 
                v1z=(z1-z3); 

  
                v2x=(x1-x2); 
                v2y=(y1-y2); 
                v2z=(z1-z2); 

  
                area=0.5*sqrt((v1y*v2z-v1z*v2y)^2+(v1z*v2x-

v1x*v2z)^2+(v1x*v2y-v1y*v2x)^2); 
                vornoi_area = area/4;     
            else  
                vornoi_area = 

(1/8)*((v(1,vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii)*6-5)-

v(1,vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii1)*6-

5))^2+(v(1,vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii)*6-3)-

v(1,vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii1)*6-

3))^2+(v(1,vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii)*6-1)-

v(1,vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii1)*6-

1))^2)*cot(vertex_theta(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii2)); 
                vornoi_area = 

(1/8)*((v(1,vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii)*6-5)-

v(1,vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii2)*6-

5))^2+(v(1,vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii)*6-3)-

v(1,vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii2)*6-

3))^2+(v(1,vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii)*6-1)-
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v(1,vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii2)*61))^2)*cot(vertex_theta(elem_neighbo

r(i,j+1),ii1))+ vornoi_area; 
            end 
        end 
        a_total(i,j) = vornoi_area; 
        Thx(i,j) = vertex_theta(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii); 
    end    
    A_total = sum(a_total(i,:)); 
    kg(i,1) = ((2*pi-sum(Thx(i,:)))/A_total); 
    for j = 1 : NNM(i,2) 

  
        Kx(i,j) = ((v(1,i*6-5)-v(1,NNM(i,j+2)*6-5))* 

(cot(vertex_theta(edge_neighbor(i,j*2-1),inodes(i,j*6-

4)))+cot(vertex_theta(edge_neighbor(i,j*2),inodes(i,j*6-1))))); 
        Ky(i,j) = ((v(1,i*6-3)-v(1,NNM(i,j+2)*6-3))* 

(cot(vertex_theta(edge_neighbor(i,j*2-1),inodes(i,j*6-

4)))+cot(vertex_theta(edge_neighbor(i,j*2),inodes(i,j*6-1))))); 
        Kz(i,j) = ((v(1,i*6-1)-v(1,NNM(i,j+2)*6-1))* 

(cot(vertex_theta(edge_neighbor(i,j*2-1),inodes(i,j*6-

4)))+cot(vertex_theta(edge_neighbor(i,j*2),inodes(i,j*6-1))))); 
    end 

  
    K(i,1) = (sum(Kx(i,:))/(2*A_total)); 
    K(i,2) = (sum(Ky(i,:))/(2*A_total)); 
    K(i,3) = (sum(Kz(i,:))/(2*A_total)); 

  
    Kmag(i,1) = (sqrt(K(i,1)^2+K(i,2)^2+K(i,3)^2)); 
    if abs(kg(i,1))<kgcorrection 
        kg(i,2) =kg(i,1); 
        kg(i,1)=0; 
    end 

  
    if (0.25*(Kmag(i,1))^2-(kg(i,1))) < 0 
        kappa(i,1) = (-sign(v(1,i*6-1))*0.5*Kmag(i,1)); 
        kappa(i,2) = (-sign(v(1,i*6-1))*0.5*Kmag(i,1)); 
    else  
        kappa(i,1) = (-sign(v(1,i*6-1))*(0.5*Kmag(i,1) + sqrt( 

0.25*(Kmag(i,1))^2 - kg(i,1)))); 
        kappa(i,2) = (-sign(v(1,i*6-1))*(0.5*Kmag(i,1) - sqrt( 

0.25*(Kmag(i,1))^2 - kg(i,1)))); 
    end 

  
    U(i,1) = (0.5*(E*th^3/12)*(kappa(i,1)^2+kappa(i,2)^2)*A_total); 
end 
Ui= zeros(nnodes,max(NNM(:,2))+1); 
f1ksum = zeros(i,max(NNM(:,2)+1)); 
% f1usum = (zeros(i,max(NNM(:,2)+1))); 
for i =1:nnodes 
    if fixed(i)==1 
        continue 
    end 
    Kgz = 0; 
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    for j = 1:elem_neighbor(i,1) 
        if vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),1) ~= i 
            if vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),2) ~= i 
                ii = 3; 
            else ii =2; 
            end 
        else 
            ii =1;  
        end 
        ii1=mod(ii+1,3); 
        ii2=mod(ii+2,3); 
        if ii1 == 0 
             ii1 =3; 
        end 
        if ii2 == 0 
             ii2 =3; 
        end 
        i1= vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii); 
        i2= vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii1); 
        i3= vertex(elem_neighbor(i,j+1),ii2); 

  
        x1=v(1,i1*6-5); 
        y1=v(1,i1*6-3); 
        z1=v(1,i1*6-1)*delta; 

  
        x2=v(1,i2*6-5); 
        y2=v(1,i2*6-3); 
        z2=v(1,i2*6-1); 

  
        x3=v(1,i3*6-5); 
        y3=v(1,i3*6-3); 
        z3=v(1,i3*6-1); 

  
        THMag1 = (sqrt((x2-x1)^2+(y2-y1)^2+ (z2-z1)^2)); 
        THMag2 = (sqrt((x3-x1)^2+(y3-y1)^2+ (z3-z1)^2)); 
        TH = (acos( ( (x2-x1)*(x3-x1) + (y2-y1)*(y3-y1) + (z2-z1)*(z3-z1) 

) / (THMag1*THMag2) )); 

  
        Kgz = (Kgz +TH); 
    end    
    A_total = sum(a_total(i,:)); 

  
    Kgz = ((2*pi-Kgz)/A_total); 

  
    for j = 1 : NNM(i,2) 
        KKzi(i,j) = ((delta*v(1,i*6-1)-v(1,NNM(i,j+2)*6-

1))*(cot(vertex_theta(edge_neighbor(i,j*2-1),inodes(i,j*6-4))) + 

cot(vertex_theta(edge_neighbor(i,j*2),inodes(i,j*6-1))) )); 
    end 
    KKZ = (sum(KKzi(i,:))/(2*A_total)); 
    KMag = (sqrt(K(i,1)^2+ K(i,2)^2+KKZ^2)); 
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    if abs(Kgz)<kgcorrection || kg(i,1)==0 
            Kgz=0; 
    end 

  
    if (0.25*(KMag)^2-(Kgz)) < 0 
        Kkappa1 = (-sign(v(1,i*6-1))*0.5*KMag); 
        Kkappa2 = (-sign(v(1,i*6-1))*0.5*KMag); 
    else  
        Kkappa1 = (-sign(v(1,i*6-1))*(0.5*KMag + sqrt( 0.25*(KMag)^2 - 

Kgz))); 
        Kkappa2 = (-sign(v(1,i*6-1))*(0.5*KMag - sqrt( 0.25*(KMag)^2 - 

Kgz))); 
    end 

  
    if abs(v(1,i*6-1)) ~=0 
        dkp1 =(Kkappa1-kappa(i,1))/((delta-1)*v(1,i*6-1)); 
        dkp2 =(Kkappa2-kappa(i,2))/((delta-1)*v(1,i*6-1)); 
        f1zu = -(E*th^3/(12*(1-nu^2)))*( (kappa(i,1)+kappa(i,2)) * (dkp1 + 

dkp2 ) -(1-nu)*( kappa(i,2)* dkp1 + kappa(i,1)*dkp2 ))*A_total; 
        f1ksum(i,1)= f1zu; 
    end 

  
    for j = 1:NNM(i,2) 
        k = NNM(i,j+2); 
        if fixed(k) == 1 
            continue 
        end 
        A_total = sum(a_total(k,:)); 
        for ll = 1:NNM(k,2) 
            if i ~= NNM(k,ll+2) 
                continue 
            end 
            viz = v(1,i*6-1)*delta; 
            Kzj = ((v(1,k*6-1)-

viz)*(cot(vertex_theta(edge_neighbor(k,ll*2-1),inodes(k,ll*6-

4)))+cot(vertex_theta(edge_neighbor(k,ll*2),inodes(k,ll*6-1))))); 

  
            verx = v(1,vertex(edge_neighbor(k,ll*2-1),inodes(k,ll*6-4))*6-

5); 
            very = v(1,vertex(edge_neighbor(k,ll*2-1),inodes(k,ll*6-4))*6-

3); 
            verz = v(1,vertex(edge_neighbor(k,ll*2-1),inodes(k,ll*6-4))*6-

1); 

  
            ThMag1 = (sqrt( (v(1,i*6-5)-v(1,k*6-5))^2 + (v(1,i*6-3)-

v(1,k*6-3))^2 +(viz-v(1,k*6-1))^2 ));  
            ThMag2 = (sqrt( (verx-v(1,k*6-5))^2+ (very-v(1,k*6-3))^2 + 

(verz-v(1,k*6-1))^2)); 
            Thj1 = (acos( ((v(1,i*6-5)-v(1,k*6-5))*(verx-v(1,k*6-5)) + 

(v(1,i*6-3)-v(1,k*6-3))*(very-v(1,k*6-3)) + (viz-v(1,k*6-1))*(verz-

v(1,k*6-1)) )/(ThMag1*ThMag2))); 
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            verx = v(1,vertex(edge_neighbor(k,ll*2),inodes(k,ll*6-1))*6-

5); 
            very = v(1,vertex(edge_neighbor(k,ll*2),inodes(k,ll*6-1))*6-

3); 
            verz = v(1,vertex(edge_neighbor(k,ll*2),inodes(k,ll*6-1))*6-

1); 

  
            ThMag2 = (sqrt( (verx-v(1,k*6-5))^2+ (very-v(1,k*6-3))^2 + 

(verz-v(1,k*6-1))^2)); 

  
            Thj2 = (acos( ((v(1,i*6-5)-v(1,k*6-5))*(verx-v(1,k*6-

5))+(v(1,i*6-3)-v(1,k*6-3))*(very-v(1,k*6-3))+(viz-v(1,k*6-1))*(verz-

v(1,k*6-1)))/(ThMag1*ThMag2))); 

     
            KKz = ((sum(Kz(k,:)) - Kz(k,ll) + Kzj)/(2*A_total)); 
            Kgz = ((2*pi - (sum(Thx(k,:))-

vertex_theta(edge_neighbor(k,ll*2-1),inodes(k,ll*6-5))-

vertex_theta(edge_neighbor(k,ll*2),inodes(k,ll*6-2))+ Thj1 + 

Thj2))/A_total);  
            KKmag = (sqrt(K(k,1)^2+K(k,2)^2+KKz^2)); 

  
            if abs(Kgz) < kgcorrection || kg(k,1)==0 
                    Kgz=0; 
            end 

  
            if (0.25*KKmag^2-(Kgz)) < 0 
                Kkappa1 = -(sign(v(1,k*6-1))*(0.5*KKmag)); 
                Kkappa2 = -(sign(v(1,k*6-1))*(0.5*KKmag)); 
            else 
                Kkappa1 = -(sign(v(1,k*6-1))*(0.5*KKmag + 

sqrt(0.25*KKmag^2-Kgz))); 
                Kkappa2 = -(sign(v(1,k*6-1))*(0.5*KKmag - 

sqrt(0.25*KKmag^2-Kgz))); 
            end 
     

            if abs(v(1,i*6-1)) ~=0 
                dkp1 =(Kkappa1-kappa(k,1))/((delta-1)*v(1,i*6-1)); 
                dkp2 =(Kkappa2-kappa(k,2))/((delta-1)*v(1,i*6-1)); 
                f1ksum(i,j+1) = -(E*th^3/(12*(1-nu^2)))*( 

(kappa(k,1)+kappa(k,2)) * (dkp1 + dkp2 ) -(1-nu)*( kappa(k,2)* dkp1 + 

kappa(k,1)*dkp2 ))*A_total; 
            end 
        end     
    end 
    fzb(i,1) = (sum(f1ksum(i,:))); 
    end 
for ii=1:nnodes 
    if fixed(ii) == 0 
        a(3*ii-2)=(fx(ii,1)/m(ii)+gx ); 
        a(3*ii-1)=(fy(ii,1)/m(ii)+gy); 
        a(3*ii) = ((fz(ii,1)+fzb(ii,1))/m(ii)+gz); 
    else  
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        a(3*ii-2)=0; 
        a(3*ii-1)=0; 
        a(3*ii) = 0; 
    end 
    aux1 = [v(6*ii-4); a(3*ii-2); v(6*ii-2); a(3*ii-1); v(6*ii); a(3*ii)]; 
    dvdt = [dvdt; aux1];     
end 

      
return 
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Appendix D 

Runge-Kutta time integration function  

Function [t,v]=RungeKutta_v3(t,v,h) 
    global nnodes coords vertex NNM nelem elem_neighbor E th U K kg kappa 

Fforce f1usum Kmag Ui zz zzz 
    dvdt = GridfunctBendTriangularRandom_v3(t, v); 
    k1 = h * dvdt; 
 

    dvdt = GridfunctBendTriangularRandom_v3(t+h/2, v+(k1')/2); 
    k2 = h * dvdt; 
 

    dvdt = GridfunctBendTriangularRandom_v3(t+h/2, v+(k2')/2); 
    k3 = h * dvdt; 
 

    dvdt = GridfunctBendTriangularRandom_v3(t+h, v+(k3')); 
    k4 = h * dvdt; 
 

    vaux = v' + (k1 + 2*k2 + 2*k3 + k4)/6;  
    v=vaux'; 

 
return 
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Appendix E 

Main Code calling the Runge-Kutta (Appendix D) code for solving equations of motion and 

which has the code to resolve contact with a external solid body by penalty Method with the 

contact, The bending is solved by bend edge method coded as given by (Appendix B). The 

contact formulations in the code may be commented when being applied for Sections 2.3, 3.2 

and 4 since it does not involve any contact with an external solid object.  

 
clc 
clear all 

  
%Declaring variables used in both functions as global 
global d0 nnodes m c  ks kb fxext fyext fzext fixed coords NNM bend 

nconnect kap0 nelem vertex pmax tpstart tpend gx gy gz h_dist 

%Set the time span 
starttime =  cputime; 
t = 0; 
tfinal = 16; 
h = 0.0002;   %the step size  $$Changed from 0.0002 
N = tfinal / h; 
hstl = tfinal/h/100; 
mperarea = 0.0024; 

  
E= 82728; 
th = 0.038 / 12; 
c = 0.00003; 
pmax =  0;  
tpstart = 0; 
tpend = 0.1; 
gx = 0.0; 
gy =0; 
gz = -32.174; 

  
neglimit = -1.2; 
poslimit = 1.2; 
contactcheckelem = []; 
distcheck = 1.5; 
soldiertlag = 5; 
velocityend = 10; 
boostlimit = 60; 
boostmax = 0; 
boostcounter = 0; 
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vimpact1 = 0.8; 

  
plotcounter = 0; 
stlcount = 1; 

  
fid = fopen('HexTentSlit_refinedmesh.txt', 'r'); 
nnodes = fscanf(fid, '%d',1); 
coords = zeros(nnodes,3); 
for i=1:nnodes 
    nnum=fscanf(fid, '%d',1); 
    for j=1:3 
        coords(nnum,j)=fscanf(fid, '%f', 1); 
    end 
end 

  
for i=1:nnodes 
    nnum=fscanf(fid, '%d',1); 
    nneighbors=fscanf(fid,'%d',1); 
    NNM(i,1)=nnum; 
    NNM(i,2)=nneighbors; 
    for j=1:nneighbors 
        NNM(nnum,j+2)=fscanf(fid,'%d',1); 
    end 
end 

  
nconnect=fscanf(fid,'%d',1); 
for i=1:nconnect 
    for j=1:4 
        bend(i,j)=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
    end 
end 

  
npossiblebc=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
fixed(1:nnodes) = 0; 
for i=1:npossiblebc 
    nnum=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
    for j=1:3 
    fixdummy=fscanf(fid, '%f', 1); 
    end 
end 

  
force = zeros(nnodes,3); 
for i=1:nnodes 
    nnum=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
    for j=1:3 
        force(nnum,j)=fscanf(fid, '%f', 1); 
    end 
end 

  
%Only use this if going to leave the fixed part in the input file 
for i=1:nnodes 
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    nnum=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
    fixed(nnum)=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
end 

  
%add user defined loop for the applied forces 

  
nelem=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
for i=1:nelem 
    nnum=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
    for j=1:3 
        vertex(nnum,j)=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
    end 
end 
fclose(fid); 

  
area = zeros(nnodes,nnodes); 
d0 = zeros(nnodes, nnodes); 
ks = zeros(nnodes,nnodes); 

  
for ii=1:nelem 
    i1= vertex(ii,1); 
    i2= vertex(ii,2); 
    i3= vertex(ii,3); 

     
    d0(i1,i2) = sqrt( (coords(i1,3)-coords(i2,3))^2 + (coords(i1,2)-

coords(i2,2))^2 + (coords(i1,1)-coords(i2,1))^2); 
    d0(i1,i3) = sqrt( (coords(i1,3)-coords(i3,3))^2 + (coords(i1,2)-

coords(i3,2))^2 + (coords(i1,1)-coords(i3,1))^2); 
    d0(i2,i3) = sqrt( (coords(i2,3)-coords(i3,3))^2 + (coords(i3,2)-

coords(i2,2))^2 + (coords(i3,1)-coords(i2,1))^2); 

     

     
    d0(i2,i1)=d0(i1,i2); 
    d0(i3,i1)=d0(i1,i3); 
    d0(i3,i2)=d0(i2,i3); 
end 

  
I=zeros(1,nconnect); 
kb=zeros(1,nconnect); 
h_dist = zeros(nconnect,5); 

  
for i=1:nconnect 
    i1 = bend(i,1); 
    i2 = bend(i,2); 
    i3 = bend(i,3); 
    i4 = bend(i,4); 

     
    L24 = sqrt( (coords(i2,3)-coords(i4,3))^2 + (coords(i2,2)-

coords(i4,2))^2 + (coords(i2,1)-coords(i4,1))^2); 
    I(1,i) = L24*th^3/12; 
    kb(1,i) = E*I(1,i)/2*(1/3);  
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end 

  
%Open, read, close text file for the impactor 
fid = fopen('soldier_cenzero_tenttouch.txt', 'r'); 
nnodes1 = fscanf(fid, '%d',1); 
coords1=zeros(nnodes1,3); 
for i=1:nnodes1 
    nnum=fscanf(fid, '%d',1); 
    for j=1:3 
        coords1(nnum,j)=fscanf(fid, '%f', 1); 
    end 
end 

  
nelem1=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
vertex1=zeros(nnodes1,3); 
for i=1:nelem1 
    nnum=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
    for j=1:3 
        vertex1(nnum,j)=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
    end 
end 
fclose(fid); 

  
m = zeros(1,nnodes); 
%Loop to assign the mass to each particle based on element area  
%Also define the range of elements which are checked for contact 
for ii=1:nelem 
    m1=0; 
    m2=0; 
    m3=0; 

  
    i1= vertex(ii,1); 
    i2= vertex(ii,2); 
    i3= vertex(ii,3); 

  
    Ax=coords(i1,1); 
    Ay=coords(i1,2); 
    Az=coords(i1,3); 

  
    Bx=coords(i2,1); 
    By=coords(i2,2); 
    Bz=coords(i2,3); 

  
    Cx=coords(i3,1); 
    Cy=coords(i3,2); 
    Cz=coords(i3,3); 

  
    if (neglimit < Ax && Ax < poslimit) && (neglimit < Bx && Bx < 

poslimit) && (neglimit < Cx && Cx < poslimit)  
        contactcheckelem = [contactcheckelem; ii]; 
    end 
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    v1=sqrt((Bx-Ax)^2+(By-Ay)^2+(Bz-Az)^2); 
    v1x=(Bx-Ax); 
    v1y=(By-Ay); 
    v1z=(Bz-Az); 

  
    v2=sqrt((Cx-Ax)^2+(Cy-Ay)^2+(Cz-Az)^2); 
    v2x=(Cx-Ax); 
    v2y=(Cy-Ay); 
    v2z=(Cz-Az); 

  
    pnorm=sqrt((v1y*v2z-v1z*v2y)^2+(v1z*v2x-v1x*v2z)^2+(v1x*v2y-

v1y*v2x)^2); 

  
    elemarea=1/2*abs(pnorm); 

  
    m1=(1/3)*mperarea*elemarea; 
    m2=(1/3)*mperarea*elemarea; 
    m3=(1/3)*mperarea*elemarea; 

  
    m(i1)= m(i1) + m1; 
    m(i2)= m(i2) + m2; 
    m(i3)= m(i3) + m3; 

  
    area(i1,i2)=elemarea + area(i1,i2); 
    area(i1,i3)=elemarea + area(i1,i3); 
    area(i2,i3)=elemarea + area(i2,i3); 
    area(i2,i1)=area(i1,i2); 
    area(i3,i1)=area(i1,i3); 
    area(i3,i2)=area(i2,i3); 

  
end 

  
for ii = 1:nelem 
    i1= vertex(ii,1); 
    i2= vertex(ii,2); 
    i3= vertex(ii,3); 

     
    ks(i1,i2) = area(i1,i2)*th*E/d0(i1,i2)^2; 
    ks(i1,i3) = area(i1,i3)*th*E/d0(i1,i3)^2; 
    ks(i3,i2) = area(i3,i2)*th*E/d0(i3,i2)^2; 

       
    ks(i2,i1)=ks(i1,i2); 
    ks(i3,i1)=ks(i1,i3); 
    ks(i2,i3)=ks(i3,i2); 

       
end 

  
%If the initial surface is curved, need to define an initial kappa  
%need to loop over the number of connections, just like in the function, 
%calculate kap0, may have to do some checks incase kap>90 or so 
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para_t = zeros(nconnect,2); 

  
 for hh=1:nconnect                   
    i1= bend(hh,1); 
    i2= bend(hh,2); 
    i3= bend(hh,3); 
    i4= bend(hh,4); 

  
    L24 = sqrt( (coords(i2,3)-coords(i4,3))^2 + (coords(i2,2)-

coords(i4,2))^2 + (coords(i2,1)-coords(i4,1))^2); 

  
    x1=coords(i1,1); 
    y1=coords(i1,2); 
    z1=coords(i1,3); 
    x2=coords(i2,1); 
    y2=coords(i2,2); 
    z2=coords(i2,3); 
    x3=coords(i3,1); 
    y3=coords(i3,2); 
    z3=coords(i3,3); 
    x4=coords(i4,1); 
    y4=coords(i4,2); 
    z4=coords(i4,3); 

  
    t12=sqrt((x2-x1)^2 + (y2-y1)^2 + (z2-z1)^2); 
    t12x=(x2-x1)/t12; 
    t12y=(y2-y1)/t12; 
    t12z=(z2-z1)/t12; 

  
    t14=sqrt((x4-x1)^2 + (y4-y1)^2 + (z4-z1)^2); 
    t14x=(x4-x1)/t14; 
    t14y=(y4-y1)/t14; 
    t14z=(z4-z1)/t14; 

  
    t12xt14=sqrt((t12y*t14z-t12z*t14y)^2 + (t12z*t14x-t12x*t14z)^2 + 

(t12x*t14y-t12y*t14x)^2); 

  
    n124x=(t12y*t14z-t12z*t14y)/t12xt14; 
    n124y=(t12z*t14x-t12x*t14z)/t12xt14; 
    n124z=(t12x*t14y-t12y*t14x)/t12xt14;   

  
    t23=sqrt((x3-x2)^2 + (y3-y2)^2 + (z3-z2)^2); 
    t23x=(x3-x2)/t23; 
    t23y=(y3-y2)/t23; 
    t23z=(z3-z2)/t23; 

  
    t24=sqrt((x4-x2)^2 + (y4-y2)^2 + (z4-z2)^2); 
    t24x=(x4-x2)/t24; 
    t24y=(y4-y2)/t24; 
    t24z=(z4-z2)/t24; 
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    t23xt24=sqrt((t23y*t24z-t23z*t24y)^2 + (t23z*t24x-t23x*t24z)^2 + 

(t23x*t24y-t23y*t24x)^2); 

  
    n234x=(t23y*t24z-t23z*t24y)/t23xt24; 
    n234y=(t23z*t24x-t23x*t24z)/t23xt24; 
    n234z=(t23x*t24y-t23y*t24x)/t23xt24; 

  
    navg=sqrt(((n124x+n234x)/2)^2 +((n124y+n234y)/2)^2 + 

((n124z+n234z)/2)^2); 

  
    n24x=((n124x+n234x)/2)/navg; 
    n24y=((n124y+n234y)/2)/navg; 
    n24z=((n124z+n234z)/2)/navg; 

  
    dot=(n124x*n234x + n124y*n234y + n124z*n234z); 

  
    if dot > 1 
        dot=1; 
    end 

  
    dphi=acos(dot); 

  
    t12dotn234=(t12x*n234x + t12y*n234y + t12z*n234z); 

  
    para_t(hh,1) = -((x2-x1)*(x4-x2)+(y2-y1)*(y4-y2)+(z2-z1)*(z4-

z2))/L24^2; 
    para_t(hh,2) = -((x2-x3)*(x4-x2)+(y2-y3)*(y4-y2)+(z2-z3)*(z4-

z2))/L24^2; 

  
    h_dist(hh,1)= sqrt(((x2-x1)+(x4-x2)*para_t(hh,1))^2+((y2-y1)+(y4-

y2)*para_t(hh,1))^2+((z2-z1)+(z4-z2)*para_t(hh,1))^2); 
    h_dist(hh,3)= sqrt(((x2-x3)+(x4-x2)*para_t(hh,2))^2+((y2-y3)+(y4-

y2)*para_t(hh,2))^2+((z2-z1)+(z4-z2)*para_t(hh,2))^2); 
    h_dist(hh,5) = h_dist(hh,1) + h_dist(hh,3); 

  
    xm = (x1*h_dist(hh,3) + x3*h_dist(hh,1))/(h_dist(hh,1)+h_dist(hh,3)); 
    ym = (y1*h_dist(hh,3) + y3*h_dist(hh,1))/(h_dist(hh,1)+h_dist(hh,3)); 
    zm = (z1*h_dist(hh,3) + z3*h_dist(hh,1))/(h_dist(hh,1)+h_dist(hh,3)); 

  
    para = ( para_t(hh,1)*h_dist(hh,3) + para_t(hh,2)*h_dist(hh,1) ) / ( 

h_dist(hh,1)+h_dist(hh,3) ); 
    if para < 0 
        h_dist(hh,2) = -sqrt((x2-xm)^2+(y2-ym)^2+(z2-zm)^2); 
        h_dist(hh,4) = sqrt((x4-xm)^2+(y4-ym)^2+(z4-zm)^2); 
    elseif para > 1 
        h_dist(hh,2) = sqrt((x2-xm)^2+(y2-ym)^2+(z2-zm)^2); 
        h_dist(hh,4) = -sqrt((x4-xm)^2+(y4-ym)^2+(z4-zm)^2);  
    else 
        h_dist(hh,2) = sqrt((x2-xm)^2+(y2-ym)^2+(z2-zm)^2); 
        h_dist(hh,4) = sqrt((x4-xm)^2+(y4-ym)^2+(z4-zm)^2); 
    end 
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    dphi=-sign(t12dotn234)*dphi; 

  
    kap0(hh)=dphi/(h_dist(hh,5)/2); 
 end 

  
%%%%Preallocation of variables 
ximpactinit=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
yimpactinit=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
zimpactinit=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
contact=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
preimpactdotsign=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
ximpact=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
yimpact=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
zimpact=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
vximpact=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
vyimpact=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
vzimpact=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
Px=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
Py=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
Pz=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
centroidx=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
centroidy=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
centroidz=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
Pcent=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
v1=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
v1x=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
v1y=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
v1z=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
v2=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
v2x=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
v2y=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
v2z=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
v3=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
v3x=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
v3y=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
v3z=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
pnorm=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
pnormx=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
pnormy=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
pnormz=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
vAP=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
vAPx=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
vAPy=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
vAPz=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
ndotvAP=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
Qx=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
Qy=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
Qz=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
AQ=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
AQx=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
AQy=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
AQz=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
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BQ=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
BQx=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
BQy=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
BQz=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
CQ=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
CQx=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
CQy=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
CQz=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
elemarea=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
area1=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
area2=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
area3=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
areatotal=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
contactelem=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
x=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
y=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
z=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
QPx=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
QPy=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
QPz=zeros(1,nnodes1); 
maxdistnode=zeros(1,length(contactcheckelem)); 
maxdist=zeros(1,length(contactcheckelem)); 

  
%Assign variables to values from input text file 

  
for s=1:nnodes  
    fxext(s)=force(s,1); 
    fyext(s)=force(s,2); 
    fzext(s)=force(s,3); 
end 

    
vel = zeros(1,3*nnodes); 
v0 = zeros(1,6*nnodes); 

  
%For loop to store initial conditions of the grid 

  
for r=1:nnodes 
    aux = [coords(r,1) vel(3*r-2) coords(r,2) vel(3*r-1) coords(r,3) 

vel(3*r)]; 
    v0(1,6*r-5:6*r) = aux;  
end 

  
%Command when using the Runge-Kutta ODE Solver I wrote 
v=v0; 
vvector=v0; 
tvector=t; 
penetrate=0; 

  
%For loop to store initial conditions of the impactor 
for i=1:nnodes1 
    ximpactinit(i)=coords1(i,1); 
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    yimpactinit(i)=coords1(i,2); 
    zimpactinit(i)=coords1(i,3); 
end 

  
count=0; 
numimpact=nnodes1; 

  
%Creating STL file for Initial Conditions 
fOut = sprintf('Fabric.%d.stl',1);    
fid = fopen(fOut, 'wt'); 
fprintf(fid,'solid object \n'); 

  
for i=1:nelem 
    n1 = vertex(i,1); 
    n2 = vertex(i,2); 
    n3 = vertex(i,3); 
    fprintf(fid,'  facet normal  %f %f %f\n',1.0,0.0,0.0); 
    fprintf(fid,'    outer loop \n'); 
    vertx1 = vvector(1,6*n1-5); 
    verty1 = vvector(1,6*n1-3); 
    vertz1 = vvector(1,6*n1-1); 
    vertx2 = vvector(1,6*n2-5); 
    verty2 = vvector(1,6*n2-3); 
    vertz2 = vvector(1,6*n2-1); 
    vertx3 = vvector(1,6*n3-5); 
    verty3 = vvector(1,6*n3-3); 
    vertz3 = vvector(1,6*n3-1); 
    fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f %f\n',vertx1,verty1,vertz1); 
    fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f %f\n',vertx2,verty2,vertz2); 
    fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f %f\n',vertx3,verty3,vertz3); 
    fprintf(fid,'    endloop \n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'  endfacet \n'); 
end 

     
for i=1:nelem1 
    fprintf(fid,'  facet normal  %f %f %f\n',1.0,0.0,0.0); 
    fprintf(fid,'    outer loop \n'); 
    fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f 

%f\n',ximpactinit(vertex1(i,1)),yimpactinit(vertex1(i,1)),zimpactinit(vert

ex1(i,1))); 
    fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f 

%f\n',ximpactinit(vertex1(i,2)),yimpactinit(vertex1(i,2)),zimpactinit(vert

ex1(i,2))); 
    fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f 

%f\n',ximpactinit(vertex1(i,3)),yimpactinit(vertex1(i,3)),zimpactinit(vert

ex1(i,3))); 
    fprintf(fid,'    endloop \n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'  endfacet \n'); 
end 

     
fprintf(fid,'endsolid object'); 
fclose(fid); 
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%Where the code actually begins, call Runge Kutta function 

  
for i=1:N   
    [t,v]=RungeKutta_v3(t,v,h);    %%Added acceleration here 

  
    for k=1:numimpact 
        if t < soldiertlag  
            ximpact(k)=ximpactinit(k); 
            yimpact(k)=yimpactinit(k); 
            zimpact(k)=zimpactinit(k); 
            vximpact(k)=0; 
            vyimpact(k)=0; 
            vzimpact(k)=0; 
        elseif t < velocityend 
            ximpact(k)=ximpactinit(k); 
            yimpact(k)=yimpactinit(k)+vimpact1*(t-soldiertlag); 
            zimpact(k)=zimpactinit(k); 
            vximpact(k)=0; 
            vyimpact(k)=vimpact1; 
            vzimpact(k)=0; 
        else  
            ximpact(k)=ximpactinit(k); 
            yimpact(k)=yimpactinit(k)+vimpact1*(velocityend-soldiertlag); 
            zimpact(k)=zimpactinit(k); 
            vximpact(k)=0; 
            vyimpact(k)=vimpact1; 
            vzimpact(k)=0; 
        end 
    end 

     
    maxpen=0; 
    maxdistnode=zeros(1,length(contactcheckelem)); 
    maxdist=zeros(1,length(contactcheckelem)); 

     
    if t == soldiertlag || ( t > soldiertlag && t < velocityend ) 
        for k=1:numimpact  

  
            for j=1:length(contactcheckelem)       
                Ax(k)=v(6*vertex(contactcheckelem(j),1)-5); 
                Ay(k)=v(6*vertex(contactcheckelem(j),1)-3); 
                Az(k)=v(6*vertex(contactcheckelem(j),1)-1); 

  
                Bx(k)=v(6*vertex(contactcheckelem(j),2)-5); 
                By(k)=v(6*vertex(contactcheckelem(j),2)-3); 
                Bz(k)=v(6*vertex(contactcheckelem(j),2)-1); 

  
                Cx(k)=v(6*vertex(contactcheckelem(j),3)-5); 
                Cy(k)=v(6*vertex(contactcheckelem(j),3)-3); 
                Cz(k)=v(6*vertex(contactcheckelem(j),3)-1); 

  
                Px(k)=ximpact(k); 
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                Py(k)=yimpact(k); 
                Pz(k)=zimpact(k); 

  
                centroidx(k)= (Ax(k)+Bx(k)+Cx(k))/3; 
                centroidy(k)= (Ay(k)+By(k)+Cy(k))/3; 
                centroidz(k)= (Az(k)+Bz(k)+Cz(k))/3; 

  
                Pcent(k)= sqrt((Px(k)-centroidx(k))^2+(Py(k)-

centroidy(k))^2+(Pz(k)-centroidz(k))^2); 

  
                if Pcent(k) > distcheck            
                    if j==length(contactcheckelem) 
                        preimpactdotsign(k)=0; 
                    end 
                    continue 
                else 

  
                    v1(k)=sqrt((Bx(k)-Ax(k))^2+(By(k)-Ay(k))^2+(Bz(k)-

Az(k))^2); 
                    v1x(k)=(Bx(k)-Ax(k)); 
                    v1y(k)=(By(k)-Ay(k)); 
                    v1z(k)=(Bz(k)-Az(k)); 

  
                    v2(k)=sqrt((Cx(k)-Ax(k))^2+(Cy(k)-Ay(k))^2+(Cz(k)-

Az(k))^2); 
                    v2x(k)=(Cx(k)-Ax(k)); 
                    v2y(k)=(Cy(k)-Ay(k)); 
                    v2z(k)=(Cz(k)-Az(k)); 

  
                    v3(k)=sqrt((Cx(k)-Bx(k))^2+(Cy(k)-By(k))^2+(Cz(k)-

Bz(k))^2); 
                    v3x(k)=(Cx(k)-Bx(k)); 
                    v3y(k)=(Cy(k)-By(k)); 
                    v3z(k)=(Cz(k)-Bz(k)); 

  
                    pnorm(k)=sqrt((v1y(k)*v2z(k)-

v1z(k)*v2y(k))^2+(v1z(k)*v2x(k)-v1x(k)*v2z(k))^2+(v1x(k)*v2y(k)-

v1y(k)*v2x(k))^2); 
                    pnormx(k)=(v1y(k)*v2z(k)-v1z(k)*v2y(k))/pnorm(k); 
                    pnormy(k)=(v1z(k)*v2x(k)-v1x(k)*v2z(k))/pnorm(k); 
                    pnormz(k)=(v1x(k)*v2y(k)-v1y(k)*v2x(k))/pnorm(k); 

  
                    vAP(k)=sqrt((Px(k)-Ax(k))^2+(Py(k)-Ay(k))^2+(Pz(k)-

Az(k))^2); 
                    vAPx(k)=(Px(k)-Ax(k)); 
                    vAPy(k)=(Py(k)-Ay(k)); 
                    vAPz(k)=(Pz(k)-Az(k)); 

  
                    

ndotvAP(k)=(pnormx(k)*vAPx(k))+(pnormy(k)*vAPy(k))+(pnormz(k)*vAPz(k)); 
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                    Qx(k)=Ax(k)+vAPx(k)-(ndotvAP(k)*pnormx(k)); 
                    Qy(k)=Ay(k)+vAPy(k)-(ndotvAP(k)*pnormy(k)); 
                    Qz(k)=Az(k)+vAPz(k)-(ndotvAP(k)*pnormz(k)); 

  
                    AQ(k)=sqrt((Qx(k)-Ax(k))^2+(Qy(k)-Ay(k))^2+(Qz(k)-

Az(k))^2); 
                    AQx(k)=(Qx(k)-Ax(k)); 
                    AQy(k)=(Qy(k)-Ay(k)); 
                    AQz(k)=(Qz(k)-Az(k)); 

  
                    BQ(k)=sqrt((Qx(k)-Bx(k))^2+(Qy(k)-By(k))^2+(Qz(k)-

Bz(k))^2); 
                    BQx(k)=(Qx(k)-Bx(k)); 
                    BQy(k)=(Qy(k)-By(k)); 
                    BQz(k)=(Qz(k)-Bz(k)); 

  
                    CQ(k)=sqrt((Qx(k)-Cx(k))^2+(Qy(k)-Cy(k))^2+(Qz(k)-

Cz(k))^2); 
                    CQx(k)=(Qx(k)-Cx(k)); 
                    CQy(k)=(Qy(k)-Cy(k)); 
                    CQz(k)=(Qz(k)-Cz(k)); 

  
                    elemarea(k)=1/2*pnorm(k); 
                    area1(k)=1/2*sqrt((v1y(k)*AQz(k)-

v1z(k)*AQy(k))^2+(v1z(k)*AQx(k)-v1x(k)*AQz(k))^2+(v1x(k)*AQy(k)-

v1y(k)*AQx(k))^2); 
                    area2(k)=1/2*sqrt((AQy(k)*v2z(k)-

AQz(k)*v2y(k))^2+(AQz(k)*v2x(k)-AQx(k)*v2z(k))^2+(AQx(k)*v2y(k)-

AQy(k)*v2x(k))^2);  
                    area3(k)=1/2*sqrt((v3y(k)*BQz(k)-

v3z(k)*BQy(k))^2+(v3z(k)*BQx(k)-v3x(k)*BQz(k))^2+(v3x(k)*BQy(k)-

v3y(k)*BQx(k))^2); 
                    areatotal(k)=area1(k)+area2(k)+area3(k); 

  
                    if areatotal(k) > elemarea(k) + 0.0001 && 

j==length(contactcheckelem) 
                        break 
                    elseif areatotal(k) > elemarea(k) + 0.0001 
                        continue 
                    else 
                        contactelem(k)=contactcheckelem(j); %put this back 

up here 
                        QP=sqrt((Px(k)-Qx(k))^2+(Py(k)-Qy(k))^2+(Pz(k)-

Qz(k))^2); 
                        QPx(k)=(Px(k)-Qx(k)); 
                        QPy(k)=(Py(k)-Qy(k)); 
                        QPz(k)=(Pz(k)-Qz(k)); 
                        

normdotQPtrial=(pnormx(k)*QPx(k))+(pnormy(k)*QPy(k))+(pnormz(k)*QPz(k)); 
                        trialsign=sign(normdotQPtrial); 
                    end 
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                    if i > 1 
                        if preimpactdotsign(k) == 0  
                            preimpactdotsign(k) = trialsign;                  
                            break 
                        elseif trialsign == preimpactdotsign(k) 
                            break 
                        else 
                            if maxdistnode(j) == 0 
                                maxdistnode(j)=k; 
                                maxdist(j) = QP; 
                                break 
                            elseif QP < maxdist(j) 
                                break 
                            else 
                                maxdistnode(j)=k; 
                                maxdist(j) = QP; 
                                break 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end        
                end 
            end    
        end 
%%%%%Contact loop over the elements 
        for j = 1:length(contactcheckelem) 

      
            if maxdistnode(j)==0 
                continue 
            end 

  
            k = maxdistnode(j); 

  
            

vdotnorm=(vximpact(k)*pnormx(k))+(vyimpact(k)*pnormy(k))+(vzimpact(k)*pnor

mz(k)); 
            vnormalx=vdotnorm*pnormx(k); 
            vnormaly=vdotnorm*pnormy(k); 
            vnormalz=vdotnorm*pnormz(k); 

  
            if maxdist(j) > maxpen 
                maxpen = maxdist(j); 
            end 

  
            contact(k)=contact(k)+1; 

  
            boostaux = (maxdist(j)/(abs(vdotnorm)*h))+1; 
            if boostaux < boostlimit 
                boost = boostaux; 
            else 
                boost = boostlimit; 
                boostcounter=boostcounter+1; 
            end 
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            if boost > boostmax 
                boostmax = boost; 
            end 

  
            v(6*vertex(contactelem(k),1)-4) = boost*vnormalx; 
            v(6*vertex(contactelem(k),1)-2) = boost*vnormaly; 
            v(6*vertex(contactelem(k),1)) = boost*vnormalz; 

  
            v(6*vertex(contactelem(k),2)-4) = boost*vnormalx; 
            v(6*vertex(contactelem(k),2)-2) = boost*vnormaly; 
            v(6*vertex(contactelem(k),2)) = boost*vnormalz; 

  
            v(6*vertex(contactelem(k),3)-4) = boost*vnormalx; 
            v(6*vertex(contactelem(k),3)-2) = boost*vnormaly; 
            v(6*vertex(contactelem(k),3)) = boost*vnormalz; 

      
        end 
    end 

  
    plotcounter=plotcounter+1; 
    t=t+h 
    if plotcounter==hstl 
        vvector=[vvector; v]; 
        tvector=[tvector; t]; 
        penetrate=[penetrate; maxpen]; 

  
        stlcount=stlcount+1; 
%Creating STL files while the code is running instead of waiting until it 

completes 
        for k=1:numimpact 
            x(k)=ximpact(k); 
            y(k)=yimpact(k); 
            z(k)=zimpact(k); 
        end 

      
        fOut = sprintf('Soldier.%d.stl',stlcount);    
        fid = fopen(fOut, 'wt'); 
        fprintf(fid,'solid object \n'); 

  
        for ii=1:nelem 
            n1 = vertex(ii,1); 
            n2 = vertex(ii,2); 
            n3 = vertex(ii,3); 
            fprintf(fid,'  facet normal  %f %f %f\n',1.0,0.0,0.0); 
            fprintf(fid,'    outer loop \n'); 
            vertx1 = vvector(stlcount,6*n1-5); 
            verty1 = vvector(stlcount,6*n1-3); 
            vertz1 = vvector(stlcount,6*n1-1); 
            vertx2 = vvector(stlcount,6*n2-5); 
            verty2 = vvector(stlcount,6*n2-3); 
            vertz2 = vvector(stlcount,6*n2-1); 
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            vertx3 = vvector(stlcount,6*n3-5); 
            verty3 = vvector(stlcount,6*n3-3); 
            vertz3 = vvector(stlcount,6*n3-1); 
            fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f %f\n',vertx1,verty1,vertz1); 
            fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f %f\n',vertx2,verty2,vertz2); 
            fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f %f\n',vertx3,verty3,vertz3); 
            fprintf(fid,'    endloop \n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'  endfacet \n'); 
        end 

     
        for ii=1:nelem1 
            fprintf(fid,'  facet normal  %f %f %f\n',1.0,0.0,0.0); 
            fprintf(fid,'    outer loop \n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f 

%f\n',x(vertex1(ii,1)),y(vertex1(ii,1)),z(vertex1(ii,1))); 
            fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f 

%f\n',x(vertex1(ii,2)),y(vertex1(ii,2)),z(vertex1(ii,2))); 
            fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f 

%f\n',x(vertex1(ii,3)),y(vertex1(ii,3)),z(vertex1(ii,3))); 
            fprintf(fid,'    endloop \n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'  endfacet \n'); 
        end 

     
            fprintf(fid,'endsolid object'); 
            fclose(fid); 
            plotcounter=0; 
    end  
end 

  
%Plot statement to show maximum penetration vs time 
figure(1),plot(tvector,penetrate);      
figure(2061),plot(tvector,vvector(:,2061*6-5),'b-

',tvector,vvector(:,2061*6-4),'b--',tvector,vvector(:,2061*6-3),'r-

',tvector,vvector(:,2061*6-2),'r--',tvector,vvector(:,2061*6-1),'g-

',tvector,vvector(:,2061*6),'g--'); 
xlabel('Time, sec'); 
ylabel('Position / Velocity'); 
legend('Position x','Velocity x','Position y','Velocity y','Position 

z','Velocity z'); 
title('Plot of Position and Velocity Vs Time, Node 2061'); 
 figure(1733),plot(tvector,vvector(:,1733*6-5),'b-

',tvector,vvector(:,1733*6-4),'b--',tvector,vvector(:,1733*6-3),'r-

',tvector,vvector(:,1733*6-2),'r--',tvector,vvector(:,1733*6-1),'g-

',tvector,vvector(:,1733*6),'g--'); 
xlabel('Time, sec'); 
ylabel('Position / Velocity'); 
legend('Position x','Velocity x','Position y','Velocity y','Position 

z','Velocity z'); 
title('Plot of Position and Velocity Vs Time, Node 1733') 

  
save;  
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Appendix F 

This code is again the main code which calls the Runge-Kutta  solver function (Appendix D) 

for equation solving, but this code is modified for use with principal curvature formulation 

for bending, code given in Appendix C. The principal curvature formulation being coded 

with many assumptions as noted in Section 3.3 the contact formulation and general bending 

is not considered.  

clc 
clear all 

  
%Declaring variables used in both functions as global 
global d0 nnodes m c ks kb h fxext fyext fzext fixed coords NNM bend 

nconnect  nelem vertex pmax tpstart tpend gx gy gz  elem_neighbor E th U K 

kg a_total kappa Fforce zzz zzv inodes edge_neighbor delta f1usum Kmag Ui 

f1ksum kgcorrection nu 

  
t=0;                %initial time 
tfinal = 5; 
kgcorrection = 10^-12; 

nu =0.3;  
delta = 1+1e-4; 
h = 0.0001;         %time-step 
N=tfinal/h;         %total number of steps 
hstl = tfinal/h/100;           %number of steps between STL files 
mperarea=0.0024/100;    %mass per unit area 
E= 82728; 
th = 0.038 / 12; 
c= 0.000001;          %damping coefficient 
pmax=10^-8;           %max pressure 
tpstart=0;          %time at which pressure begins 
tpend=0.1;            %time at which pressure = pmax 
gx=0.0;             %acceleration due to gravity in the x-direction 
gy=0.0;             %acceleration due to gravity in the y-direction 
gz=0;%-32.174;         %acceleration due to gravity in the z-direction 

  

  
plotcounter=0; 
stlcount=1; 

  
fid = fopen('square.txt', 'r'); 
nnodes = fscanf(fid, '%d',1); 
coords = zeros(nnodes,3); 
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for i=1:nnodes 
    nnum=fscanf(fid, '%d',1); 
    for j=1:3 
        coords(nnum,j)=fscanf(fid, '%f', 1); 
    end 
end 

  
for i=1:nnodes 
    nnum=fscanf(fid, '%d',1); 
    nneighbors=fscanf(fid,'%d',1); 
    NNM(i,1)=nnum; 
    NNM(i,2)=nneighbors; 
    for j=1:nneighbors 
        NNM(nnum,j+2)=fscanf(fid,'%d',1); 
    end 
end 

  
nconnect=fscanf(fid,'%d',1); 
for i=1:nconnect 
    for j=1:4 
        bend(i,j)=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
    end 
end 

  
npossiblebc=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
fixdummy =zeros(nnodes,1); 
fixed(1:nnodes) = 0; 
for i=1:npossiblebc 
    nnum = fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
    fixdummy(nnum,1) = 1; 
    for j=1:3 
    random=fscanf(fid, '%f', 1); 
    end 
end 
force = single(zeros(nnodes,3)); 
for i=1:nnodes 
    nnum=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
    for j=1:3 
        force(nnum,j)=fscanf(fid, '%f', 1); 
    end 
end 

  
%Only use this if going to leave the fixed part in the input file 
for i=1:nnodes 
    nnum=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
    fixed(nnum)=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
end 

  
%add user defined loop for the applied forces 

  
nelem=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
vertex = single(zeros(nelem,3)); 
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for i=1:nelem 
    nnum=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
    for j=1:3 
        vertex(nnum,j)=fscanf(fid, '%d', 1); 
    end 
end 
fclose(fid); 

  
elem_neighbor = single(zeros(nnodes,max(NNM(:,2)))); 
%  
for i=1:nnodes 
    j=0; 
    for ii = 1:nelem 
        if i == vertex(ii,1)|| i == vertex(ii,2)||i == vertex(ii,3) 
           j = j+1; 
           elem_neighbor(i,j+1) = ii; 
        end 
    end 
    elem_neighbor(i,1) = j; 
end 

  
edge_neighbor = zeros(nnodes,2*max(NNM(:,2))); 
for i=1:nnodes 
    j=1; 
    for ii = 1:NNM(i,2) 
        for k= 1:elem_neighbor(i,1) 
            if NNM(i,ii+2) == vertex(elem_neighbor(i,k+1),1)|| NNM(i,ii+2) 

== vertex(elem_neighbor(i,k+1),2)|| NNM(i,ii+2) == 

vertex(elem_neighbor(i,k+1),3) 
                edge_neighbor(i,j) = elem_neighbor(i,k+1); 
                j = j+1; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
inodes = zeros(nnodes,6*max(NNM(:,2))); 

  
for i = 1 :nnodes 
    if fixed(i) ==1 
        continue 
    end 
    for j = 1:NNM(i,2) 
        if i == vertex(edge_neighbor(i,j*2-1),1) 
            inodes(i,j*6-5)=1; 
            if NNM(i,j+2) == vertex(edge_neighbor(i,j*2-1),2) 
                inodes(i,j*6-4) = 3; 
                inodes(i,j*6-3) = 2; 
            else 
                inodes(i,j*6-4) = 2; 
                inodes(i,j*6-3) = 3; 
            end 
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        else 
            if i == vertex(edge_neighbor(i,j*2-1),2) 
                inodes(i,j*6-5) = 2; 
                if NNM(i,j+2) == vertex(edge_neighbor(i,j*2-1),1) 
                   inodes(i,j*6-4)= 3; 
                   inodes(i,j*6-3) = 1; 
                else 
                  inodes(i,j*6-4) = 1; 
                  inodes(i,j*6-3) = 3; 
                end 
            else 
                inodes(i,j*6-5)= 3; 
                if NNM(i,j+2) == vertex(edge_neighbor(i,j*2-1),1) 
                   inodes(i,j*6-4) = 2; 
                   inodes(i,j*6-3) = 1; 
                else 
                   inodes(i,j*6-4) = 1; 
                   inodes(i,j*6-3) = 2; 
                end 

                  
            end 
        end 

         
        if i == vertex(edge_neighbor(i,j*2),1) 
            inodes(i,j*6-2) = 1; 
            if NNM(i,j+2) == vertex(edge_neighbor(i,j*2),2) 
                inodes(i,j*6-1) = 3; 
                inodes(i,j*6) = 2; 
            else 
                inodes(i,j*6-1) = 2; 
                inodes(i,j*6) = 3; 
            end 
        else 
            if i == vertex(edge_neighbor(i,j*2),2) 
                inodes(i,j*6-2) = 2; 
                if NNM(i,j+2) == vertex(edge_neighbor(i,j*2),1) 
                   inodes(i,j*6-1) = 3; 
                   inodes(i,j*6) = 1; 
                else 
                   inodes(i,j*6-1) = 1; 
                   inodes(i,j*6)= 3; 
                end 
            else 
                inodes(i,j*6-2) = 3; 
                if NNM(i,j+2) == vertex(edge_neighbor(i,j*2),1) 
                   inodes(i,j*6-1) = 2; 
                   inodes(i,j*6)= 1; 
                else 
                   inodes(i,j*6-1) = 1; 
                   inodes(i,j*6)= 2; 
                end 
            end 
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        end 
    end 
end 

  
area = single(zeros(nnodes,nnodes)); 
d0 = single(zeros(nnodes, nnodes)); 
ks = single(zeros(nnodes,nnodes)); 
remkg=zeros(nnodes,1); 
for ii=1:nelem 
    i1= vertex(ii,1); 
    i2= vertex(ii,2); 
    i3= vertex(ii,3); 

     
    d0(i1,i2) = sqrt( (coords(i1,3)-coords(i2,3))^2 + (coords(i1,2)-

coords(i2,2))^2 + (coords(i1,1)-coords(i2,1))^2); 
    d0(i1,i3) = sqrt( (coords(i1,3)-coords(i3,3))^2 + (coords(i1,2)-

coords(i3,2))^2 + (coords(i1,1)-coords(i3,1))^2); 
    d0(i2,i3) = sqrt( (coords(i2,3)-coords(i3,3))^2 + (coords(i3,2)-

coords(i2,2))^2 + (coords(i3,1)-coords(i2,1))^2); 

     
    d0(i2,i1)=d0(i1,i2); 
    d0(i3,i1)=d0(i1,i3); 
    d0(i3,i2)=d0(i2,i3); 
end 

  
m = zeros(1,nnodes); 
%Loop to assign the mass to each particle based on element area  
%Also define the range of elements which are checked for contact 
for ii=1:nelem 
      m1=0; 
      m2=0; 
      m3=0; 

     
      i1= vertex(ii,1); 
      i2= vertex(ii,2); 
      i3= vertex(ii,3); 

       
      Ax=coords(i1,1); 
      Ay=coords(i1,2); 
      Az=coords(i1,3); 

       
      Bx=coords(i2,1); 
      By=coords(i2,2); 
      Bz=coords(i2,3); 

       
      Cx=coords(i3,1); 
      Cy=coords(i3,2); 
      Cz=coords(i3,3); 

       
      v1=sqrt((Bx-Ax)^2+(By-Ay)^2+(Bz-Az)^2); 
      v1x=(Bx-Ax); 
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      v1y=(By-Ay); 
      v1z=(Bz-Az); 

       
      v2=sqrt((Cx-Ax)^2+(Cy-Ay)^2+(Cz-Az)^2); 
      v2x=(Cx-Ax); 
      v2y=(Cy-Ay); 
      v2z=(Cz-Az); 

       
      pnorm=sqrt((v1y*v2z-v1z*v2y)^2+(v1z*v2x-v1x*v2z)^2+(v1x*v2y-

v1y*v2x)^2); 

       
      elemarea=1/2*pnorm; 

       
      m1=(1/3)*mperarea*elemarea; 
      m2=(1/3)*mperarea*elemarea; 
      m3=(1/3)*mperarea*elemarea; 

       
      m(i1)= m(i1) + m1; 
      m(i2)= m(i2) + m2; 
      m(i3)= m(i3) + m3; 

       
      area(i1,i2)=elemarea + area(i1,i2); 
      area(i1,i3)=elemarea + area(i1,i3); 
      area(i2,i3)=elemarea + area(i2,i3); 
      area(i2,i1)=area(i1,i2); 
      area(i3,i1)=area(i1,i3); 
      area(i3,i2)=area(i2,i3); 
end 

  
for ii = 1:nelem 
    i1= vertex(ii,1); 
    i2= vertex(ii,2); 
    i3= vertex(ii,3); 

     
    ks(i1,i2) = area(i1,i2)*th*E/d0(i1,i2)^2; 
    ks(i1,i3) = area(i1,i3)*th*E/d0(i1,i3)^2; 
    ks(i3,i2) = area(i3,i2)*th*E/d0(i3,i2)^2; 

       
    ks(i2,i1)=ks(i1,i2); 
    ks(i3,i1)=ks(i1,i3); 
    ks(i2,i3)=ks(i3,i2); 

       
end 

  
%%%%Preallocation of variables 

  
%Assign variables to values from input text file 
fxext = single(zeros(nnodes,1)); 
fyext = single(zeros(nnodes,1)); 
fzext = single(zeros(nnodes,1)); 
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fxext(:,1)=force(:,1); 
fyext(:,1)=force(:,2); 
fzext(:,1)=force(:,3); 

    
vel = (zeros(1,3*nnodes)); 
v0 = (zeros(1,6*nnodes)); 

  
acc = single(zeros(1,3*nnodes)); 
a0 = single(zeros(1,3*nnodes)); 

  
%For loop to store initial conditions of the grid 
for r=1:nnodes 
    aux = [coords(r,1) vel(3*r-2) coords(r,2) vel(3*r-1) coords(r,3) 

vel(3*r)]; 
    v0(1,6*r-5:6*r) = aux;  
end 

  
%Command when using the Runge-Kutta ODE Solver I wrote 
v=v0; 
vvector=v0; 
tvector=t; 
penetrate=0; 

  
%For loop to store initial conditions of the impactor 

  
count=0; 

  
%Creating STL file for Initial Conditions    

  
fOut = sprintf('square14-prin.%d.stl',1);    
fid = fopen(fOut, 'wt'); 
fprintf(fid,'solid object \n'); 

  
for i=1:nelem 
    n1 = vertex(i,1); 
    n2 = vertex(i,2); 
    n3 = vertex(i,3); 
    fprintf(fid,'  facet normal  %f %f %f\n',1.0,0.0,0.0); 
    fprintf(fid,'    outer loop \n'); 
    vertx1 = vvector(1,6*n1-5); 
    verty1 = vvector(1,6*n1-3); 
    vertz1 = vvector(1,6*n1-1); 
    vertx2 = vvector(1,6*n2-5); 
    verty2 = vvector(1,6*n2-3); 
    vertz2 = vvector(1,6*n2-1); 
    vertx3 = vvector(1,6*n3-5); 
    verty3 = vvector(1,6*n3-3); 
    vertz3 = vvector(1,6*n3-1); 
    fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f %f\n',vertx1,verty1,vertz1); 
    fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f %f\n',vertx2,verty2,vertz2); 
    fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f %f\n',vertx3,verty3,vertz3); 
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    fprintf(fid,'    endloop \n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'  endfacet \n'); 
end 

    
fprintf(fid,'endsolid object'); 
fclose(fid); 

  

  
%Where the code actually begins, call Runge Kutta function 
for i=1:N   

  
    [t,v]=RungeKutta_v3(t,v,h);    %%Added acceleration here 
    plotcounter=plotcounter+1; 
    t=t+h 
    if plotcounter==hstl || plotcounter > hstl  
        vvector=[vvector; v]; 
        tvector=[tvector; t]; 
        stlcount=stlcount+1; 
        fOut = sprintf('square14-prin.%d.stl',stlcount);    
        fid = fopen(fOut, 'wt'); 
        fprintf(fid,'solid object \n'); 

  
        for ii=1:nelem 
            n1 = vertex(ii,1); 
            n2 = vertex(ii,2); 
            n3 = vertex(ii,3); 
            fprintf(fid,'  facet normal  %f %f %f\n',1.0,0.0,0.0); 
            fprintf(fid,'    outer loop \n'); 
            vertx1 = vvector(stlcount,6*n1-5); 
            verty1 = vvector(stlcount,6*n1-3); 
            vertz1 = vvector(stlcount,6*n1-1); 
            vertx2 = vvector(stlcount,6*n2-5); 
            verty2 = vvector(stlcount,6*n2-3); 
            vertz2 = vvector(stlcount,6*n2-1); 
            vertx3 = vvector(stlcount,6*n3-5); 
            verty3 = vvector(stlcount,6*n3-3); 
            vertz3 = vvector(stlcount,6*n3-1); 
            fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f %f\n',vertx1,verty1,vertz1); 
            fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f %f\n',vertx2,verty2,vertz2); 
            fprintf(fid, '      vertex %f %f %f\n',vertx3,verty3,vertz3); 
            fprintf(fid,'    endloop \n'); 
            fprintf(fid,'  endfacet \n'); 
        end 
        fprintf(fid,'endsolid object'); 
        fclose(fid); 
        plotcounter=0; 
    end  
end 
%Plot statement to show maximum penetration vs time 

  
figure(8),plot(tvector,vvector(:,113*6-1),'r',tvector,vvector(:,113*6),'r-

-'); 
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xlabel('Time, sec'); 
ylabel('Displacement / Velocity'); 
legend('Displacement','Velocity '); 
title('Scaled Plot of Displacement and Velocity Vs Time, Node 211'); 

  
fout = sprintf('vvector.xls');    
fid = fopen(fout, 'wt'); 
fprintf(fid, 'Time Node \t'); 
for i = 1:nnodes*6 
    fprintf(fid, '%d\t',i); 
end 
 fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
 for i = 1:length(tvector)  
     fprintf(fid, '%ld\t',tvector(i)); 
    for j = 1:nnodes*6 
        fprintf(fid, '%ld\t',vvector(i,j)); 
    end 
     fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
 end 
 fclose(fid); 
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Appendix G 

A sample input file is provided below to explain the different components of the input file 

used in the code. 

         

 

    18 

      1    0.2000000E+01  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      2    0.1750000E+01  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      3    0.2000000E+01  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      4    0.1750000E+01  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      5    0.1500000E+01  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      6    0.1500000E+01  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      7    0.1250000E+01  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      8    0.1250000E+01  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      9    0.1000000E+01  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     10    0.1000000E+01  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     11    0.7500000E+00  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     12    0.7500000E+00  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     13    0.5000000E+00  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     14    0.5000000E+00  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     15    0.2500000E+00  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     16    0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     17    0.0000000E+00  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     18    0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

 

      1      2      2      3 

      2      4      1      3      4      5 

      3      3      1      2      4 

      4      4      2      3      5      6 

      5      4      2      4      6      7 

      6      4      4      5      7      8 

      7      4      5      6      8      9 

      8      4      6      7      9     10 

      9      4      7      8     10     11 

     10      4      8      9     11     12 

     11      4      9     10     12     13 

     12      4     10     11     13     14 

     13      4     11     12     14     15 

     14      4     12     13     15     16 

Coordinates 

of the nodes 

Number of 

the nodes in 

the mesh 

Neighboring nodes details 

of nodes 

1
st
:  Node Number 

2
nd

: Number of 

neighboring Nodes 

 

Rest: NeighboringNodes 
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     15      4     13     14     16     17 

     16      4     14     15     17     18 

     17      3     15     16     18 

     18      2     16     17 

 

 

 

 

15 

      1      2      4      3 

      3      2      5      4 

      2      5      6      4 

      4      5      7      6 

      5      7      8      6 

      6      7      9      8 

      7      9     10      8 

      8      9     11     10 

      9     11     12     10 

     10     11     13     12 

     11     13     14     12 

     12     13     15     14 

     13     15     16     14 

     14     15     17     16 

     15     17     18     16 

 

 

 

 

18 

      1    0.2000000E+01  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      2    0.1750000E+01  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      3    0.2000000E+01  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      4    0.1750000E+01  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      5    0.1500000E+01  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      6    0.1500000E+01  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      7    0.1250000E+01  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      8    0.1250000E+01  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

      9    0.1000000E+01  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     10    0.1000000E+01  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     11    0.7500000E+00  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     12    0.7500000E+00  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     13    0.5000000E+00  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     14    0.5000000E+00  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

Number of 

bend elements 

Bend element 

definition 

Number of 

boundary 

nodes and their 

coordinates 

Neighboring nodes details 

continued 
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     15    0.2500000E+00  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     16    0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     17    0.0000000E+00  0.2500000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

     18    0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00  0.0000000E+00 

 

      1      0      0      0 

      2      0      0      0 

      3      0      0      0 

      4      0      0      0 

      5      0      0      0 

      6      0      0      0 

      7      0      0      0 

      8      0      0      0 

      9      0      0      0 

     10      0      0      0 

     11      0      0      0 

     12      0      0      0 

     13      0      0      0 

     14      0      0      0 

     15      0      0      0 

     16      0      0      0 

     17      0      0      0 

     18      0      0      0 

 

 

            1            1 

            2            0 

            3            1 

            4            0 

            5            0 

            6            0 

            7            0 

            8            0 

            9            0 

           10            0 

           11            0 

           12            0 

           13            0 

           14            0 

           15            0 

           16            0 

           17            1 

           18            1 

Nodal external 

forces  

Definition for fixed nodes, specified 

by 1 against node number 

Boundary 

nodes details 

continued 
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16 

      1      1      2      3 

      2      3      2      4 

      3      4      2      5 

      4      5      6      4 

      5      7      6      5 

      6      8      6      7 

      7      7      9      8 

      8      8      9     10 

      9     10      9     11 

     10     11     12     10 

     11     13     12     11 

     12     14     12     13 

     13     13     15     14 

     14     14     15     16 

     15     16     15     17 

     16     17     18     16 

Number of triangular 

elements and the nodes 

forming the elements   


